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ABSTRACT: 

As vessels and seaports, serving over 90% of world commerce as conduits for international trade growth, 

ascend to ever greater significance in a cost-conscious world reeling from the aftermath of the 2008 global 

financial crisis, the concepts of port efficiency and productivity matter more and more, especially in 

configuring optimal port designs. This paper attempts to illuminate this in considering the extent to which 

Durban’s International Airport/ Bayhead and other port expansion/modernisation projects under 

consideration in ports throughout the world from Santos to Maputo, Bagamoyo, Singapore and Los 

Angeles, are really necessary. The alternative approach is to prioritise enhancing existing efficiency as a 

more feasible substitute. It will do so by utilising literature, making empirical projections and directly 

consulting key port users, the local community and other affected parties via structured interviews. These 

aim to assist in establishing a formal methodology capable of identifying stakeholder requirements of a 

port, standard indicators of productivity, efficiency, activity and capacity, potential constraints to 

identifying existing efficiency, stakeholder concerns and solutions. This dissertation seeks to outline 

potential consequences of Durban’s port development, also evaluated against comparable ports of 

Melbourne, Mombasa, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore, creating a cost-efficacious, sustainable future for 

Durban as a prototype for future port developments.    
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TERMS DEFINED: 

Back of Port: (Iyer Design Studio 2012) – refers to the districts of Congella, Umbilo Industrial, 

Rossburgh, Clairwood, Jacobs and Mobeni surrounding Durban’s Port within the South Durban Basin, 

mostly likely to be directly affected by the development of the DIA (See below) and Bayhead sites. 

Bayhead: The potential port expansion site bordering the Durban Bluff headland currently occupied by an 

underutilised railway network and marshalling yards. 

DIA: (Durban International Airport): The now vacant former airport site at Reunion, Durban acquired 

for R1.8 billion by Transnet for the proposed dugout port. 

 
City of Durban/EThekwini Municipality: Both refer to the municipal government and city, where the 

port developments reflected in this research study are situated (Study Location 3.3). 

 

Port Efficiency: (Liu 2010) can be demarcated as a comparative indicator of port performance – 

something is comparable against a specific standard/against other ports as a measure of port activity and 

efficacy. 

 

Port Performance: This combines indicators of port productivity, efficiency, equity, user cost and inter-

port competitiveness to assess port functional capabilities and capacities. 

Port Productivity: (Liu 2010). This is demarcated as a ratio of output relative to input, or maximizing the 

returns on the initial injection for a fixed quantity in a port.   

Stakeholder/Key Port User: This includes but is not limited to the local community as well as those 

directly/indirectly affected by the presence of the seaport, capable of identifying/influencing concerns and 

constraints, inhibiting optimal port productivity, efficiency and potential performance. 

Transnet: The South African state enterprise, transport and logistics company and port authority operating 

the country’s ports, railways, pipelines and associated infrastructure  with the government as sole 

shareholder, financially and operationally autonomous undertaking  Durban’s and other South African port 

developments.  
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BRIC’s: Informal abbreviation given to the countries Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. 

DIA: Durban International Airport 

DWT: Deadweight Tonnes: A standard unit of measuring vessel cargo carrying capacity 

GDP: Gross Domestic Product 

KZN: KwaZulu-Natal 

MARPOL: Refers to the International Convention on the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 

NA: Not Applicable 

Panamax: Panama Canal navigable containerised vessels up to 294 metres long, 32 metres wide and 39.5 

metre draught. 

 
SAAFF: South African Association of Freight Forwarders 

SAASOA: South African Association of Ship Operators and Agents 

SADC: Southern African Development Community 

SAMSA: South African Maritime Safety Authority 

SARS: South African Revenue Service 

SDCEA: South Durban Community Environmental Alliance 

Supermax: Vessels up to 200 metres long between 50,000 to 60,000 DWT. 

TEU: Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit: A standard unit of container ship cargo carrying capacity. 

TNPA: Transnet National Port Authority 

UNCTAD: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The South African maritime city of Durban with over 1.3 million people, situated at Latitude 29.869175° 

and Longitude 31.034514° on the East Indian Ocean Coast of Africa, is not just another port!  UNCTAD 

2013 estimates that over 90% of world trade is seaborne. As the main SADC conduit of trade, Durban’s 

port accounts for over 70% of containerised trade passing through South Africa’s ports. With an average of 

over 4000 vessels calling per year, and a total of 2.69 million, 20 foot TEU units of container traffic 

growing at 1.2% in 2013 and reefer cargo at 4.2% (Transnet January 2014), it is the most significant port 

in the Southern Hemisphere and in Africa in terms of marine-related economic activity. For example, 

Durban’s port in 2013 with an average of over 6800 containers per day, handled total port traffic of 

87,711,170 tons  of cargo (44,829,622 for general) (Transnet January 2014), worth over R100 billion per 

year in terms of direct expenditure in the local maritime economy and value related activities (Booyens 

2013). This port therefore comprises a significant part of not just Durban but the South African economy.  

Its future and potential inefficiency has significant implications for the future of South Africa, regional 

Southern Africa and global trade, but primarily for the local port community affected by any development.  

 

The future continued relevance and commercial value of Durban as a seaport is increasingly threatened by 

continued inefficiencies, failing to satisfy port user requirements and concerns in the 21st century. Graph 1 

illuminates high annual Durban Container Terminal handling charges for a Supermax vessel of $250,000 

compared to international competitor averages of $150,332. Graph 2 further illustrates how expensive 

Durban’s inefficient port is at $275,000 for a Panamax vessel’s average annual port costs, compared to a 

world average of $62,415 for rivals. Therefore research into lowering potential costs/improving port 

performance is necessary to assist the port authority and users interested in maximising potential benefits 

from Durban’s proposed port development. Graph 3 shows the potential for lowering port user costs, 

through the example of investment in cargo infrastructure, helping to lower Durban’s cargo dues to $10 

per TEU (compared to international averages of $11.29).   

Furthermore, investigating the feasibility of Durban’s prospective port rehabilitation is even more 

imperative, given the ever-increasing threat of African rivals all pursuing substantial port expansion 

projects, plus Southern Hemisphere competitors i.e. Rio de Janeiro, Melbourne and Sydney. These threaten 

trade diversion from Durban as Table 1 emphasises through projected significant growth  in container port 

demand and capacity (2013-2033), forecast by the relevant port authorities, in planning for Bagamoyo, 

Beira, Dar-es-Salaam, Maputo, Mombasa, Port Louis and Walvis Bay. In illuminating port weaknesses, 

benefits, costs and constraints to enhance port performance, this dissertation provides possible guidelines 
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on lowering externalities, increasing efficiency, productivity and profitability for port communities. 

Besides, Durban needs to modernise in order to remain competitive as a port, satisfying all further user 

requirements.  
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Graph 2: National Ports Regulator of South Africa. April 2012. 
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. 

 

Durban’s future as the most significant of African ports, is challenged further by the ascendency of Post-

Panamax size vessels (over 350 metres long, with up to 12,000 containers and a 170,000 deadweight ton 

carrying capacity), with the potential for ever greater economies of scale, efficiency and productivity but 

also increased externality costs for users and seaports able to permit their entry. Its existing port capacity 

denies their potential macroeconomic benefits, especially from significant forecasted international trade 

growth and possible container demand exceeding12 million TEUs by 2044 (Transnet January 2014). 

Geophysically, Durban’s present harbour cannot expand, currently encircled by the city and the Indian 

Ocean. Therefore, unless it improves efficiency and productivity or expands, the port will face maximum 

capacity/throughput limitations, suffering constraints to future growth by 2019 at current growth levels.  

 

Therefore, increasingly aware of the potential value of modernised seaports and related infrastructure to 

the future of the city, provincial and national economy and the implications should it fail to be modernised 

for optimal peak port performance in alignment with other leading global ports, the South African 

government, Transnet Port Authority and local Durban Municipality (eThekwini) are working to ensure 
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the future of Durban as a port city of significance. Transnet has committed to investing a total of R250 

billion up to 2050, to convert the former Durban International Airport and even potentially the Bayhead 

Basin railway marshalling yard sites into further dugout port extensions to reach an annual 20 million 

TEU’s of cargo handling capacity. Until 2019, R33 billion will be invested in enhancing existing port 

container throughput capacity to its maximum potential of handling 4.8 million TEU’s at most, as another 

constraint requiring a physical port expansion. 

While these may potentially resolve current problems of port-related capacity constraints and create a 

hypothetical 64,000 construction-linked and 28,000 operational jobs or more (Gigaba 2013), the DIA site 

alone is projected to cost R100 billion (exceeding 10 billion US dollars) over the next twenty five years to 

develop. This excludes other costs including R15 billion to replace the Single Buoy Mooring (SBM), a 

single vulnerable strategic node, through which an estimated 75% of all South African crude oil imports 

passes (Cooper September 2012). Local community stakeholders have raised concerns over the social, 

environmental, economic, technical and traffic externalities plus other (especially time and opportunity) 

costs involved. Port users also remain uncertain over methods of financing this port. This dissertation’s 

prime focus is therefore: to what extent this harbour expansion really is necessary and to what extent 

would it be better to focus on enhancing existing efficiency? 

 

1.2 Problem Statement:  

As noted above, the macroeconomic potential and value of efficient global seaports is imperative to key 

port users, as productive catalysts of development and economic activity that facilitate international trade. 

However, as for the example of twenty first century Durban, many of these ports have become increasingly 

constrained in terms of potential capacity and efficiency (especially in the Developing World), leading to 

the universally advocated method of port expansion, regardless of expense or other costs. The most 

pertinent question however, which first appeared to the researcher as a University of Kent undergraduate, 

when learning of Transnet plans for R250 billion invested in modernising Durban Harbour for the 21st 

century is this: Is Durban’s harbour expansion – or any other –  really necessary? Or could we enhance 

port efficiency – like other world and African Harbours? What are the constraints and costs in doing so? 

Furthermore, is it not better to consider optimising port performance of existing facilities before enhancing 

port capacity? In doing so, these avoid the costs of underutilising existing port infrastructure and services – 

especially from a developing country perspective, as many commissioned port projects from New York to 

Ngqura fail to utilise their full potential. Considering the 2008 recession aftermath, creating uncertainty 
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over the global future of shipping and seaports (Dyer September 2013), various concerns/constraints 

identified in this dissertation and possible rival competitor port developments for Walvis Bay, Mombasa 

and others restricting growth, are projected Durban port trade volumes and the number of vessels/potential 

throughput sufficient to justify a substantial investment in additional port capacity? Given that Transnet 

has just commissioned the expensive but underutilised port of Ngqura in the Eastern Cape, is it possible to 

ensure a more productive, cost-efficient port configuration is designed – to provide sufficient overall port 

capacity, consistent with projected and actual demand for port infrastructure, services and related marine 

economic activities? 

 

In reviewing literature, this study found that most ports incur these problems because in preparation, 

construction and execution, generally the state or municipality are involved or a parastatal (autonomously 

governed, self-funding state enterprise) does so on its behalf, (Jones November 2013). While these parties 

may consult each other, on average those most directly able and qualified to offer potential insight into 

improving ports, as key port users and the local community are often ignored or underutilised (despite their 

dependency upon the port development). As alluded to in the Abstract, Section 1.1 and motivated in the 

following section, this dissertation advocates direct participation and input and empirical investigation, via 

the use of semi-structured interviews, to determine the requirements of stakeholders in creating and 

operating ports.  Other questions that this dissertation seeks to investigate further include those outlined in 

the Key Research Objectives set in out Section 1.4 and the dissertation’s synopsis set out in 1.5.  

 

This study attempts to provide greater awareness of all aspects and consequences concerned in a port 

development, collating as much updated and pertinent information, wherever practically possible. It seeks 

to provide greater elucidation into potential costs and benefits, so that key port users may establish for 

themselves the feasibility of Durban’s port expansion and subsequent port developments. It aims at greater 

awareness of the challenges, issues, constraints and concerns facing the future of Durban as a port city. It 

aspires to make recommendations to address their concerns, wherever practical. Its prime purpose is to 

establish the credibility of this considered Port Design approach of actively interacting with port users 

wherever possible, but also to extend it by incorporating these suggestions and international 

recommendations to enhance existing and future port efficiency, productivity and layout. Examples of 

previous research are set out in the Literature Review in Chapter Two and comparisons with international 

competitor port case studies are detailed in Chapter Six. 

 

1.3 Motivation and Significance: Why Is This Dissertation Necessary? 
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As stated above, despite the opportunity, time and other costs that significant port expansion projects 

entail, they are overwhelmingly endorsed and universally considered by conventional maritime economic 

theory as the only practical solution to the challenges faced by key port users – especially port authorities, 

in intensifying port productivity and performance. However, this dissertation challenges these assumptions 

plus the limitations of both current research and actual port expansion projects. In these, the design and 

function of ports merely focus on being optimal interfaces between land and sea or as catalysts for 

economic development in alignment with government policies (Jones November 2013), seeking to 

maximise efficiency and productivity without specifying how or standardising comprehensive port 

performance indicators. Again this dissertation will try to elucidate this through establishing, defining and 

recommending a sample population, methodology and concepts capable of measuring these via direct 

consultation of key port dependents, (not just the national state, Transnet and the local Durban 

municipality).  Direct consultation will harness and utilise those most capable and willing of achieving a 

modernised, cost efficacious means of configuring optimal port layout and performance, improving 

existing and future port projects in Durban and elsewhere. 

 

In particular, this dissertation seeks to assess empirically this notional research approach of active port 

stakeholder management in enhancing port potential, by employing the specific example of Durban South 

Africa as a case study.  As a harbour, Durban is immensely profitable but inefficient by world standards, 

defying conventional economic theory. Why? How can it become more efficient?  In contrast to many 

previous research attempts and other projects, sufficient information exists to answer each key research 

question proposed in this dissertation. For Developing World countries facing financial, environmental and 

other opportunity costs of finite resources, this dissertation has further advantages: working towards 

ensuring the most efficacious utilisation of ports rather than in superfluous and expensive investments with 

other under/overcapacity costs.  

 

This dissertation does not limit its relevance to the specific exemplar of Durban’s port expansion but in 

refining and summarising conventional literature and practical determinants of magnifying port capacity 

and potential, then testing these empirically against port users and various international case study 

comparisons, it provides a hypothetical, prototype means of assessment to assist current and future 

participants in designing and implementing more efficacious port designs. This therefore could improve 

profits, enhance efficiency and other potential benefits across all future ports in addition to stimulating 

multiplier effects of economic growth and development from greater Durban/other port competitiveness, 

while minimising related user costs. This dissertation is further motivated from a Sub Saharan Africa, 

BRIC’s and developing world case study viewpoint, to provide greater intuition into specific Developing 
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World challenges and considerations, methodology approaches and key stakeholder requirements by 

African port communities. Previous research studies and technical port development feasibility reports are 

mostly First World orientated, neglecting both information and potential prospects of any African port 

development. 

 

Finally, this dissertation is motivated in seeking to overcome certain previous research limitations, which 

often focus and restrict themselves merely to possible benefits but seldom reflects costs of port expansion 

and efficiency. Many port users and academics often complain of the problems – they seldom think of the 

solutions to these port challenges and constraints. It aspires to add input into these issues but considers 

identifying potential areas for future research for subsequent evaluation, to improve the functioning of 

world ports. However, even without the macroeconomic significance of seaports to the global economy 

(still recuperating from the 2008 financial crisis), this study determining Durban harbour’s invaluable role 

by interview, research and calculation for anyone affected directly and indirectly by any port development 

or interested in the future of a seaport, a maritime economy, shipping, a city and a country, is worth 

pursuing. 

 

1.4 Research Questions and Objectives. 

The prime research objective of this dissertation is to evaluate the extent to which Durban and other port 

expansion processes can be justified from a stakeholder perspective or whether it is better to concentrate 

on enhancing existing port performance, given the constraints of both. 

To provide greater understanding of this the following questions are proposed. 

 

I: Is Durban’s proposed DIA/Bayhead site harbour expansion really necessary (to the extent proposed)? 

II: Should it and can existing port efficiency and productivity be improved, as a preferable policy alternative?  

III: What are the costs and benefits associated with Durban’s current port, the DIA, Bayhead sites and any port 

development? 

IV: What do shippers require in/from Durban’s current and future proposed seaports? Is it possible to postulate a 

standardised set of stakeholder requirements/criteria in creating and upgrading a port for key affected port users, 

through interrogation of literature and direct interviewing? Is the current/proposed port development sufficient to satisfy 
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port user demand and requirements? Do they feel any facilities/infrastructure/services etc are under or 

overprovided/utilised or need adding to? 

 
V: What are the various identified constraints and stakeholder concerns to improving potential/existing port efficiency 

and performance? Do stakeholders have any solutions for improving existing port efficiency, capacity, layout, activity, 

efficiency, functions, lowering user/externality costs, maximizing benefits etc?  

VI: Is it possible to standardise a set of specific criteria assessing potential port efficiency, productivity, activity and 

capacity, to affirm whether or not either is a credible and preferable approach for Durban’s and other port 

modernisation processes? 

VII: How does Durban compare and contrast to other international port expansion and modernisation proposals such 

as Melbourne, Mombasa, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore regionally and globally? Are there any international port 

efficiency, layout or productivity improvements etc that Durban could implement? 

 
VIII: Given these conclusions, what recommendations and implications should be considered in assessing the 

feasibility of each port development possibility to ultimately determine the extent to which a port expansion project is 

really necessary (as frequently recommended)? Or is a more efficacious policy alternative to modernise an existing 

port, given various constraints? What are this dissertation’s strengths and weaknesses? What are possible aspects for 

future research?  

 

1.5 Dissertation Structure Synopsis: 

The dissertation is structured into six chapters plus references and appendixes. 

 

Chapter One introduces the city of Durban and its related port development process, considering existing 

harbour macroeconomic implications, outlining its projected modernisation and expansion process as a 

background scenario to the dissertation.  In identifying the problem statement through pinpointing various 

constraints and challenges facing the existing port and in limitations on existing proposals/research, it 

seeks to provide a motivation for this dissertation, outlining key research questions to address this. It then 

clarifies a structural synopsis of each chapter’s prime purpose. 

Chapter Two establishes the dissertation’s theoretical context in a Literature Review, which attempts to 

provide greater clarity into previous research, the purpose of seaports and this dissertation along with 
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homogeneous indicators of port productivity and efficiency, key stakeholder concerns and identifiable 

existing constraints, methodology and other assessment criteria. 

Chapter Three details the methodology approach that the Literature Review established in Chapter Two to 

answer the research objectives set out in Chapter One.  It illuminates the sampling population of key port 

users, the type of research, the means of data collection and measurement, standardised port activity, 

capacity, productivity and efficiency evaluation criteria, when evaluating the prospects and potential of 

Durban’s proposed port project.  

Chapter Four identifies the study location and existing port layout/facilities, future projected port 

expansion and development prospects for the current and DIA locations. 

 

Chapter Five provides a key port user perspective, technical empirical evaluation of the proposed port 

expansion to determine the extent to which it is necessary or whether it is better to improve existing 

efficiency. This evaluates the feasibility/potential of each proposed site (current, DIA and Bayhead), by 

utilising the methodology established in Chapter Three, summarising demand/supply prospects, costs and 

benefits, environmental, economic, traffic and transport consequences of Durban’s proposed port 

development. Direct physical investigation and interviews may further assist in devising a methodology 

capable of evaluating potential port performance and the optimal port design. They aim to identify and 

produce stakeholder requirements and port performance evaluation criteria along with various constraints 

to optimising existing and future port capacity and possible solutions.  

Chapter Six considers specific case study examples of Rio de Janeiro, Mombasa, Melbourne and 

Singapore to compare and contrast Durban with other ports undertaking significant modernisation 

processes. The purpose will be to attempt to establish some informed basis to evaluate the proposed 

developments, considering each port’s characteristics and constraints, from a stakeholder perspective and 

incorporating recommendations where possible, to resolve whether or not Durban’s and other proposed 

harbour expansions are really necessary or whether enhancing existing port capacity is a more pragmatic 

policy alternative. 

Finally, Chapter Seven summarises this dissertation’s conclusions, evaluating the extent to which the key 

research objectives have been addressed, possible recommendations for improving Durban’s port 

performance, research strengths and weaknesses plus directions for future research. This will ultimately 

assist in determining the future prospects of Durban as a port by answering: Is Durban’s Proposed Port 

Expansion Really Necessary? 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1: Introduction 

 
This chapter summarises and coordinates several previous port modernisation and expansion project 

research approaches, including their structural basis (outlined in Section 2.2) and methodology relating to 

enhancing port productivity and efficiency potential, by reviewing relevant literature. This is essential in 

order to identify their possible strengths and weaknesses that can be used to improve this case study. 

Reviewing previous achievements can provide recommendations to Transnet and other port 

authorities/users to maximise the potential welfare benefits of seaports throughout the world, adapted to 

vessels of post-Panamax dimensions. In particular it seeks to establish a more academic basis in 

determining the optimal potential of a seaport modernisation project through actively consulting key port 

users, by first summarising traditional seaport purposes in Section 2.3 to consider in configuring the 

optimal port design. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 present and consider critically potential port productivity and 

efficiency indicators that previous literature recommends, and that port stakeholders may utilise to evaluate 

the need for port projects. This research study also aims to identify and homogenise possible constraints to 

improving existing port efficiency (Section 2.6) and expansion in addition to stakeholder concerns (2.7). 

2.8 seeks to consider some of the limitations in received literature against possible strengths and extensions 

that this dissertation seeks to provide, to further motivate this dissertation. Section 2.9 conclude this 

literature review. 

 

2.2: Structural Basis: 

 

Proposed Approach of Port Design: This formalises this dissertation’s innovative approach not of 

merely basing a port on projected demand, cost-benefit analysis plus the requirements of port, state and 

municipal authorities, but seeking to actively engage key stakeholders at every potential opportunity in 

determining means of improving port layout, facilities, productivity and efficiency in both current port 

modernisation programmes and port expansion projects. 

The synopsis outlined in Section 1.5 follows a traditional university dissertation structural basis  

academically, for current and future Durban port development phases. Structurally, surveyed literature can 

be classified into two categories, both of which will be utilised to determine the ultimate research 

objective: “Is Durban’s Harbour Expansion Really Necessary? Or Can We Enhance Existing Port 
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Productivity and Efficiency?” Academic sources which aspire to evaluate port performance through 

normally standardising theoretical indicators of productivity and efficiency include examples such as 

Rappetti (2003) and Esmer (2010). These are often structured on first defining these indicators, then 

motivating the purpose and relevance of their inclusion (Brooks, Schellinck and Pallis 2011), before 

seeking to empirically test them (as confirmed by Liu 2010 and Luoa, Liua and Gao 2012), either 

econometrically (Kim 2012) through statistical analysis (DeMonie 2005 for UNCTAD), practical case 

study examples, surveys (Foolchand 2006) and semi-structured interviews (e.g. Cheon 2007) and 

(Gonzalez and Trujillo 2007).  

The second, more practically-derived approach consists of cost-benefit analysis examples such as 

Queensland Australia (Scanlam 2013) and Hong Kong (GHK 2004), which are often used to motivate 

extending ports, e.g. generally for Post Panamax Size vessels (Conway 2012)  or for specific ports/regions 

such as for Brazil (Klien 2011). This also extends to technical port planning preparation studies used by 

those involved in augmenting port performance for the Philippines (Jenkins and Shukla 1996) and for 

Australian ports (Access Economics/Maunsell Australia 2003). These traditionally outline projected costs, 

benefits, stakeholder concerns and technical constraints, as implemented for Canadian ports (Burke 2007), 

and the Port of Praia (Cape Verde Government 2008) among others.  This approach will be incorporated to 

further substantiate the extent to which Durban’s Harbour Expansion for the DIA and Bayhead Sites is 

really necessary, or whether it is better to focus on existing port efficiency and productivity. This 

dissertation’s structural basis will follow both these research approaches for available data analysis, 

provided in the Back of Port study (Muller, Smith and Sessions et al. March 2009) and other participants to 

an extent. Prime research techniques in formulating this research approach, include primarily utilising 

semi-structured interviews, physical field research and economic analysis as endorsed by Dooms, Verbeke, 

and Haezendonck (2013). 
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2.3: The Purpose of Seaports and Ultimate Port Configuration:  

 

 

Source: This Study. 

 

Before validating the extent to which a port expansion is really necessary or determining means of 

magnifying current and future port performance, capacity and throughput efficiency as this dissertation 

proposes, it is essential to further justify this preferred Doctrine of Port Design – in designing ports from 

stakeholder requirements satisfying the traditional functions and purposes of seaports. Existing seaport 

literature defines ports as “acting as a gateway through which goods and passengers are transferred 

between ships and the shore,” seeking to enhance efficiency while aiming to minimise “the generalised 

transport cost of through transport,” (Goss 1990), whereas the European Doctrine perceives a port system 

primarily as a catalyst for employment, expenditure, development and other value-related economic 

activities (Goss 1990).  Jones (November 2013) identifies several key characteristics common to all port 

types that can be identified to improve port productivity and efficiency potential,  summarised in Table 2 

(This Study). These include marine infrastructure and services, cargo infrastructure, cargo handling 

superstructure and services to facilitate interactions between vessels and land, establishing road and rail 
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transport connections plus other interlinkages with the local hinterland (Suykens 1988). All affect 

hypothetical constraints to efficiency and expansion in a seaport like Durban, influencing potential 

economies or diseconomies of scale and will therefore be incorporated into this dissertation’s 

methodology.  

 

Other seaport functions identified in literature that need to be considered for improvement in any port 

development project include: customs border points to ensure trade facilitation, policy implementation, 

supply chain safety/security and a port revenue source (Goodger, February 2013) and a port authority to 

finance, administer and (for South Africa/some others) operate the port (Stopford 2009), along with an 

efficient port layout exploiting locational economies of scale. It is essential to consider a safe haven 

against elements and source of supplies along with other prime port user requirements that minimise 

negative externalities. In creating the most proficient, modernised world ports, whether upgrading existing 

or expanding for the future – such as Durban, Durban’s port becomes a port network: “an advanced, 

regionally dominant global trade port,” addressing other port community concerns with a port 

development including the environment, recreation and the quality of life, according to Van Klink’s fourth 

stage of port evolution (1998). This considers ports to have several development stages as summarised by 

Jones (November 2013) below.  

 

• Emphasis on logistic management of unitised cargo 

• Port-ancillary industries far more diffuse in location (to minimise costs) 

• Rise in environmental concerns associated with port activities and expansion  

• Greater concern for quality of life, with significant locational impacts 

• Network linkages throughout wider and more diffuse port hinterlands 

 

 

Both Stopford (2009) and Alderton (1995) attest that seaports need to be planned to service commercial 

cargo, vessel and passenger transactions: to equip, repair, maintain and establish a vessel in preparation 

(plus transfers of technology, materials, knowledge and labour) with minimal financial, time and 

opportunity cost, maximum throughput efficiency and productivity for all offered facilities and services. 

Literature including Branch (1982) has neglected the concept of an idealised ultimate port configuration, 

presumed impossible to attain given the specific constraints, environment, layout, equipment, potential 

economies of scale and differing stakeholder perspectives that make each port unique. This dissertation 
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seeks to justify an approach, flexible enough to utilise leading global port solutions, ideas of port users and 

improvements in literature, (as suggested by Scanlam 2013) to address constraints and port performance, 

to create such.  

 

2.4: Standardised Criteria for Key Port Users in Determining Port Productivity 

 
This and sections 2.5-2.7, follow the approach of existing research efforts including Kim (2012) and 

Rappetti (2003) to establish a consistent and systematic set of standardized assessment criteria to evaluate 

a port’s productivity, efficiency, constraints and stakeholder concerns. These may provide further 

guidelines for those planning improvements in seaport design and augmenting certain port facilities. 

Literature first defines the concept (JOC 2013) and then summarizes and endorses key indicators from 

previous findings for which data is available in the actual port to be investigated, in order to answer the 

ideal port physical and operational structure. (Blonigen and Wilson 2006). This not only formalizes the 

proposed Doctrine of Port Design through specific port performance standards for stakeholders to utilise in 

improving capabilities, it  also enables this dissertation to systematically evaluate the feasibility of 

enhancing Durban’s port efficiency versus an unquestioned expansion process, - as the neighbouring 

Namibian Ports Authority (2010) considered for the practical example of Walvis Bay. 

  

Port Productivity is defined as a ratio of output relative to input, or maximizing the returns on the initial 

injection for a fixed quantity in a port (Liu 2010). Tioga (2010) derives Port Productivity as either being 

affected by the rate and system of using resources or the capability to operate effectively – the rate of 

utilization or productivity. Specific port productivity indicators are outlined below.  

 

This dissertation will specifically concentrate on locational and technical economies of scale, categorized 

by Brooks, Schellinck, and Pallis (2011), as a means of measuring port productivity, to consider the 

feasibility of Durban’s and other seaports’ efficiency and expansion prospects. These aim to improve port 

user welfare via lowering long run average costs (Bennathan and Walters 1979), maximising profits, 

augmenting efficiency and facilitating swifter cargo clearance, enhancing commercial opportunities. 

Locational economies of scale (Al-Eraqi, Barros, Mustaffa et al. 2007), consist of improvements to port 

layouts as well as the geographic positioning of provided port activities for all cargo and participants of the 

international supply chain management system (Goodger February 2013). They are based on the 

position/situation of a harbour relative to its physical site and surrounding environment, as distances to 

different marine and cargo infrastructure and services i.e. berth configuration (Jones November 2013), can 
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affect time, opportunity and other user related costs, directly and indirectly for those dependent upon 

harbours.  

 

Authors such as Foolchand (2006) identify and include road and rail transport interlinkages plus 

infrastructure access and capability – to connect into the surrounding municipality, regional and national 

economy. These require sufficient planning, provision and integration, in considering the most cost 

efficacious and useful ports, from the outlook of its dependants, to avoid potential trade barriers, time, 

delay, congestion and other externality costs of insufficient provision (SDCEA July 2012). Although 

conventional literature sources e.g. Merk and Dang (2012) and Liu (2010), along with port authorities from 

Melbourne to Transnet’s own national Port Authority, focus merely on improving performance and design 

for containerised cargo infrastructure and services, port expansion or efficiency projects also needs to 

consider the specific functions of all key port users – for all forms of cargo. It is recommended they 

consult strategic port callers – cruise ships, vessels requiring repairs, coasters, bunkers and transit vessels 

for their requirements, improving performance and encouraging demand for their port.  

 

Greater locational economies of scale can even extend to facilities including parking, stores, workshops, 

container scanning facilities and others (Ng, Padilha and Pallis April 2013). Goodger (February 2013) 

would include the positioning of customs authorities and South African Revenue Service offices with the 

potential to delay commerce and increase costs for regulatory compliance from a port user perspective, if 

the examination, customs storage and clearance areas are insufficiently integrated into the port structure 

and lack sufficient capacity. This could entail congestion or the inefficiency and financial expense to users 

of facility underutilization. This traditionally results in higher port and cargo dues, as the port authority 

seeks cost recovery for its flawed planning from a lack of consultation and adequate assessment of the true 

projected demand for port infrastructure, services and geographical arrangement. Dekker, Verhaeghe and 

Pols (2002) would extend this to the location of the port authority itself: planned to strategically lower port 

pricing costs, in addition to administration, financing, maintenance and operational costs for which the port 

authority and other port facility providers are directly or indirectly responsible.  

Technical economies of scale: refers to the possibility of lowering average costs or using fewer resources 

for the same output produced (DeMonie 2005). Jones (November 2013) established that any seaport 

function identified earlier in Table 2, possesses the potential for these economies of scale. Examples 

include marine infrastructure: (port approaches/limits, fairways, turning basins, water depth, channels, 

navigational aids along with berths and quay walls) and services (pilotage, moorage, tugs and towing, 

dredging, salvaging, drydocks and repair facilities). In addition, Jones along with Dooms, Verbeke and 

Haezendonck (2013) extend these to cargo services, (stevedoring, warehousing and distribution), 
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infrastructure (water, electricity, sewerage and waste disposal, rail and road transport connections, port 

security and warehousing/terminals and other storage facilities), superstructure (gantries, cranes, sheds, 

stacking, lifts etc).Other examples include the extent of cost efficient utilization of technology, capital – 

i.e. infrastructure, land, labour and management to its maximum potential, (Gonzalez and Trujillo 2007). 

This also extends to packaging, processing and other port functions (Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. March 

2009), all of which have the possibility of rectifying constraints to port capacity if considered throughout 

all port project phases, in that ports design and upgrade as deLangen and Fasten (2002), Maharaj (February 

2013) and this dissertation affirm for Durban.  

 

Both locational and technical economies of scale are therefore considered essential by previous relevant 

literature (Rugaihuruza 2007) to improving current and future port arrangements before undertaking 

expensive port expansion projects. These potentially improve welfare gains, in lowering costs and 

intensifying cargo throughput for port users (Goss 1990). Idle capacity, equipment, technology, 

infrastructure, training and management with the potential to be upgraded and modernised for higher 

capacity/efficiency thresholds, is evidently inefficient. However, when considering this dissertation’s 

objectives of either enhancing seaport efficiency or concentrating on port expansion for Durban and other 

comparable port studies, each seaport function (as listed in Table 2), has the potential to be improved up to 

its technical constraint, before expanding/adding more (Esmer 2010) 

 

2.5 Standardised Criteria for Key Port Users in Determining Port Efficiency 

 
The concept of Port Efficiency is defined for this dissertation as a comparative indicator of current 

deficiencies in port performance – something is comparable against a specific standard/against other ports 

as a measure of port activity and efficiency (Liu 2010).  Merk and Dang (2012) extend this to consider the 

distinction between the potential of ports with complete utilisation versus their current degree of 

utilisation, as an indicator of the extent to which port productivity can be augmented further. Goss (1990) 

refers to efficiency as “the aggregate cost of passing cargo through a port.” 

 
As a comparative basis by which port planners can consider improving existing port performance and 

efficiency for Durban and others before embarking upon a port expansion project (and to clarify Research 

Objectives 1.4 and 1.5 further), this dissertation proposes a homogenous set of assessment criteria, 

concentrating specifically on indicators of potential port efficiency. These can be classified by literature 

including Stopford (2009) and Foolchand (2006) as determinants of activity, time, effectiveness of ports 
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and cost to port users.  Research concludes that in order to validate the extent to which a port such as 

Durban’s expansion is really necessary, the extent to which existing capacity is being utilised and to what 

extent congestion is apparent in current infrastructure, must first be determined. (Jenkins and Shukla 

1996). Jones (November 2013) proposes to evaluate this by assessing port activity and identifying the 

technical constraints that inhibit such (as outlined in Section 2.6).  

 

Figure 1: Port Performance Indicators (Esmer 2010.) 

Examples of port activity indicators recommended by literature e.g. the Development Bank of South 

Africa (August 2012) and UNCTAD (Figure 1) include: average berth occupancy rate, number of 

containers or tonnage handled per ship working hour, tonnage of cargo carried per running metre of quay, 

per unit of worker and per unit of capital employed, along with total port traffic, all of which can assess a 

harbour’s potential productivity, efficiency and capability. Tioga (2010) adds the number of gate 

transactions and TEUs per acre/hectare and berth to establish a comparative basis of port activity per 

specific port area or facility. However, these are insufficient without considering the perceived functions 

and purposes of seaports (as clarified in section 2.3), plus different vessel and cargo types, as the proposed 

Doctrine of Port Design seeks to answer directly through this dissertation. 

Kgare, Raballand and Ittmann (2011) emphasise average cargo dwell or clearing time for ports such as 

Durban as a particularly astute time, speed and throughput measurement of port efficiency (Gonzalez and 

Trujillo 2007), with the potential for upgrading current capacity for cargo infrastructure and services. As 

this time increases, facilities become congested, imposing significant opportunity costs to other port users 

(including port authorities). In assessing overall port expansion feasibility prospects, Esmer (2010) advises 

minimising turnaround time (total time spent in port) for vessels, road vehicle and railway infrastructure 
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connections and also transport service frequency and reliability (Access Economics and Maunsell 

Australia 2003), which are essential in capitalising port revenue, number of vessels and utilisation of 

facilities for the port authority, while lowering opportunity costs and being most cost efficacious for other 

prime stakeholders. Another time determinant of comparable port efficiency includes vessel waiting time 

for berths (including any congestion, port and cargo dues plus other costs) (Goss 1990). Port effectiveness 

can be improved via the potential for locational and technical economies of scale/port productivity 

enhancements identified in Section 2.4 to lower port user costs. Tiempi (2006) summarised the following 

indicators of world class port proficiency, which this research through 5.4, notes Durban fails to satisfy: 

• Container-stacking densities of 2000-4000 TEUs per hectare 

• Continuous ship-to-shore gantry crane productivity of 50 moves per hour 

• Three day cargo dwell times 

• 30 minute truck and railway turnaround times 

• Port market demand for improved railway capacity, access and service frequency  

• Berth water depth exceeding fifteen metres. 

 

A port is considered post-Panamax ready when it has met three key criteria. 

› Channel depth of 16 metres with sufficient channel width and turning basin size 

› Cranes capable of loading and unloading post-Panamax ships 

› Docks engineered to incorporate new larger cranes 

 

(Conway August 2012) 
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From a port user perspective noted by Figure 2 above and literature (Goss 1990), the cost to port users of 

utilising port facilities (often segmented into port and cargo dues) reflected through the port pricing, tariff 

methodology and structure and the aforementioned indicators, is paramount in determining their decision 

to enter ports. It influences the extent of potential demand and thus the degree to which marine, cargo and 

other infrastructure and services need to be augmented and expanded.  As pointed out in Dyer (November 

2013), it is essential to ensure asset cost recovery and a reasonable profit margin to finance the 

construction and maintenance of these port functions, basing port financing on the principles of equity and 

efficiency (Jones November 2013). Following a port’s expansion, ports also needs to avoid either under or 

overpricing, which influences the extent to which stakeholders will support or value port investments. 

Underpricing inhibits potential port efficiency – requiring the opportunity cost of cross-subsidisation from 

either the state or other port stakeholders, violating the user pays principle (Suykens 1986). Overpricing 

reduces potential port efficiency through lowering port demand amid increasing global inter-port 

competitiveness. 

 

 To a degree, given Transnet is self-funding in contrast to other ports and investing in significant current 

and future DIA dugout port modernisation, overall average port price percentage increases in Table 3 

(4.49% in  2011 and 2.76%  in 2012; in both cases lower than those Transnet requested), are justifiable and 

cost competitive for port users. The port pricing mechanism can also be calibrated to ensure that the port 

authority alone is not the sole source of potential harbour-related improvements – both existing and future 

- but that port users themselves have the incentive and the capacity of creating optimal port performance 
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not just in formulating requirements but choosing the most efficient vessels and increasing the frequency 

of vessels/cargo throughput, (especially strategic callers).   

 

 

 

According to Graph 5 and Table 4 (Dyer September 2013) despite the recession, sufficient global demand 

for shipping and ports exists from a projected 4.1% trade volume growth in 2014 globally and in the 

BRIC’s countries (including South Africa) to partially justify investing in upgrading port potential. As the 

layout of the DIA and Bayhead sites will prioritise container cargo, prospective liner industry demand is 

essential in deciding to expand a port. As the Southern Hemisphere’s most significant port and from Graph 

4 (from 9% growth in 2009 to 6% in 2013), sufficient liner demand prospects for Durban’s future exist as 

higher globalisation leads to higher containerisation and container trade volume growth between regions 

and developing world trade routes (Dyer September 2013). Table 5 illuminates this trend for all cargo 

types, increasing from 26,942 to 44,540 billion ton miles from 1999 to 2012. 
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These advocated standardised port efficiency criteria for key port users are consistent with Rugaihuruza’s 

2007 functional and port user requirement research approach including service (vessel turnaround and 
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container dwell time), output (container throughput in TEU), utilization (berth occupancy, equipment and 

gate utilisation) and productivity (cost-effectiveness and efficiency measured by cost/ton, crane moves per 

hour/labour cost per ton, containers per man-hour) etc. These apply for ports seeking to accentuate existing 

port efficiency, as an alternative to future port expansion and to encapsulate in formulating future port 

design (Brooks, Schellinck and Pallis 2011).  In identifying the extent to which Durban’s proposed port 

expansion for both the DIA and Bayhead sites really is necessary to the extent proposed, it is imperative to 

consider the extent of projected demand (increasing globally in Table 4 from 26,942 to 44,540 billion ton 

miles 1999-2012) against the rate of utilisation or actual demand (given constraints) of port facilities 

(Integrated Concepts Research Corporation 2012). This can be measured by specific assessment criteria 

developed in Chapter 3 Methodology (African Ports Evolution Forum 2013). For users concerned with the 

quality and costs of port facilities, these port productivity and efficiency indicators all enhance port 

performance as DeMonie (March 2005) conceived for UNCTAD’s idealized port capacity model.  

 

2.6 Standardised Criteria for Key Port Users in Identifying Constraints 

 
Section 2.6 summarises potential stakeholder-identified constraints to existing port capacity (efficiency 

and productivity) based on prior literature, specifically for Durban but also generically applicable to most 

port development processes. 

 

A constraint: can be identified as any factor which inhibits a port from achieving its most productive 

output and efficient capacity as defined by Fouda (2012) and formalised by Islam and Olsen (2011),  –  

whether extant in any marine, cargo and port related function (including the provision of infrastructure and 

services), limiting the potential for enhancing port performance, activity, locational and technical 

economies of scale (productivity) and efficiency (Access Economics and Maunsell Australia 2003). 

In ensuring whether a port expansion such as that proposed in Durban is really necessary, this dissertation 

follows previous research case studies e.g. Lam and Notteboom (2012) and Muller, Smith, Sessions, et al. 

(March 2009) to formalise a prime port participant, direct consultation approach, summarising constraints 

to the preferable, more cost efficacious alternative solution of amplifying existing/future port productivity 

and efficiency (as identified in Section 2.4).  Hutienne (2009) has summarised this into two forms of 

constraints limiting port potential – endogenous and exogenous. This dissertation constrains itself to 

endogenous factors that port authorities and other key port users can influence. Exogenous risk examples 

that serve as constraints to a port’s future include those affecting the global future of shipping and 
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international trade, in the aftermath of the 2008 world financial crisis (Dyer September 2013). These plus 

the uncertainty of derived potential revenue that the port authority requires to finance any modernisation or 

expansion prospects (National Ports Authority September 2012), possess the potential to influence the 

demand and supply of seaport related functions and the profitability/viability of vessels and cargoes for 

users, including the quantity and type of facilities sought to be economically sustainable, utilised and 

profitable.  

 

Projected demand for seaport functions validating the extent to which a port expansion is necessary is also 

affected by exogenous factors such as inter-port competitiveness, which the South African Transnet 

National Port Authority (as well as other international port authorities) only possesses a limited potential to 

influence through their port pricing, tariff methodology and structure.  It is influenced by relevant 

international regulations (i.e. MARPOL requirements) for which the port planner has to consider 

configuring port layout and provision of facilities to be profitable, cost minimising and sustainable 

(Harding, Pálsson and Raballand May 2007). It is also affected by changes in vessel types, technology, 

seaport purposes and research. Research is an endogenous factor influencing demand – depending on 

whether a port authority decides to consider investing and researching port improvements, but also 

exogenous, dependent on the externally influenced pace of technological achievement.  

Endogenous factors that serve as constraints to improving existing port capability, throughput and other 

indicators of port progress that authors such as Foolchand (June 2006) and Ross (October 2010) address 

include land, labour, capital, management and technology; all of which have finite prospects for 

continuously increasing the degree of utilization, productivity and efficiency. Examples include marine 

and cargo infrastructure/services (Jones November 2013) identified in Section 2.3 above e.g. channel depth 

and port approaches (Mott 2010). Most leading world ports have been present for at least a century, 

therefore suffering from shortages of available land capacity to further extend the provision of these port 

facilities from surrounding urban growth (Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. March 2009), creating inadequate 

port capacity, location and access often at some distance to the port, further increasing port costs to users. 

Potential constraints to land development also include environmental, zoning, relocation and opportunity 

costs of any existing facilities, (commercial, industrial and port related) highlighted by stakeholder 

concerns in Section 2.7 (Iyer Design Studio May 2012).  Port authorities may not be able to alter the 

impact of tides, river currents and the ocean itself, but they can alter port and cargo infrastructure as well 

as layout to reduce the effects of these exogenous influences and to assist vessel users (Mott 2010). 
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 Academics such as Thompson (2009), along with Merk and Dang (2012) note however, that the potential 

for improving the quantity and quality of labour, capital and management both for port facilities and for 

associated transport connections, is finite – eventually reaching peak capacity before diminishing returns to 

scale and congestion costs occur (Sutherland and Scott 2009).  Labour strikes, insufficient training and 

deployment provide further constraints to potential port efficiency disrupting port operations (Alderton 

1995). With capital and finance there is always the opportunity cost of alternative usages of that capital 

and finance.  Most existing ports lack modernisation or peak usage of information and other technological 

advances, operating at suboptimal levels, summarised by Transnet (April 2007) and Gigaba (2013) as 

another constraint to port growth. Technology is also finite in its prospects for adding to existing port 

efficiency, (Hanekom 2013) rather than the alternative need to physically expand a seaport such as Durban 

(Maharaj 2013). 

 

Other constraints limiting port activity for any current port development that literature summarises include 

poor maintenance of existing civic and port infrastructure affecting availability and causing limits to port 

usage. These include stormwater drains, electricity substations, water and oil pumps/pipelines etc from 

poor equipment condition along with insufficient capacity, professionalism in maintenance, service 

frequency and quality (Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. March 2009 and Cheon 2007). Insufficient cargo 

distribution and storage capacity (Steyn June 2013), not only increases the potential cost to port users but 

limits the degree of port activity that an existing port such as Durban can handle. Potential port constraints 

extend to customs clearance, inspection and documentation procedures (Goodger February 2013), opening 

hours and even ensuring punctuality (Alderton 1995). Failure to coordinate port users, insufficient capacity 

and inefficient operations creating congestion or underutilisation of facilities often creates significant 

opportunity, financial, time, resource, externality and other costs for all port users. Yet literature and port 

studies such as EThekwini (August 2012)  and Dekker, Verhaeghe and Pols (2002) have often erroneously 

used this as a pretext to justify enlarging a port rather than refining harbour efficiency to resolve common 

stakeholder concerns raised in 2.7. The purpose of these standardised assessment criteria as constraints 

affecting most ports, is to assist key port users in being able to recommend and implement solutions to the 

problems affecting them, to port authorities, to improve the feasibility of port performance, operational and 

technical capability, overcoming current limits and associated cost consequences of idle capacity. 
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2.7: Standardised Criteria for Key Port Users in Determining Stakeholder Concerns 

This dissertation also aims to provide a greater research contribution towards conceptualising the ultimate 

port planning model – for both existent and future port developments, via outlining and summarising the 

concerns/port requirements raised by key stakeholders (especially the local community) recommended by 

past research for Ng, Padilha and Pallis (2013) and Dooms, Macharis and Verbeke (2004). These may aid 

in mitigating considerable negative externality health, pollution and environmental costs while intensifying 

port community welfare as advocated by Goss (1990) and Dooms, Verbeke and Haezendonck (April 

2013). A seaport – is not just a seaport with direct and immediate macroeconomic and financial 

consequences but that any modification to a port has an influence on its environs and other implications. 

 

Table 6 summarises key port dependent concerns identified by Transnet. Muller, Smith, Sessions, et al. 

(March 2009) state in the Durban Back of Port Study that stakeholder concerns can be classified as 

economic, traffic congestion, environmental, social, planning/zoning, agrarian, tourism-related and 

recreational (an approach substantiated by Iyer Design Studio 2012). Economic concerns include those of 

displaced economic activity costs from port developments and affected communities – especially the 

opportunity costs of existing economic activity for domestic and international trade and development 

(Cooper 2012). However, these also extend to the potential for employment and expenditure from 

subsequent port progress (African Ports Evolution 2013).  Traffic and transport consequences (Appendix 

IV), frequently recur in literature (Rugaihuruza 2007) as a stakeholder concern, not only with the potential 

for congesting existing finite port capacity, but in developing future railways and roads as commercial 

interlinkages to the municipal, regional and national economies (especially imperative to connect supply to 

projected demand). Additional transport infrastructure also increases health problems from discharged 

emissions, noise for local residents and commercial activity and time/opportunity displacement costs for 

all experiencing significant traffic volumes – like those associated with modernised, globally interactive, 

competitive ports such as Durban. 
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Port users also wish to ensure that the optimal level of facilities are provided in a port – to avoid the 

financial, time, opportunity and other costs of port congestion or underutilisation of port facilities (TNPA 

September 2012), including lost commercial opportunities from vessel delay. Another common concern of 

those affected by the presence of seaports and any related development, include the environmental 

consequences of a port development, (outlined in 5.4 for Durban’s prospective port changes), which may 

reduce the degree of practical port expansion (Lam and Notteboom 2012, Goodenough 2009). Examples of 

these include air, geology, water and soil pollution from port activities: shore based, vessels and 

connecting transport links, biodiversity and the threat to conservation of unique species – with the 
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implications to the ecosystem from loss of habitat/species/numbers. They include problems of waste 

disposal, land contamination, vessel/other transport emissions and effluent discharged (Integrated 

Concepts and Research Corporation 2012). Stakeholder environmental concerns extend to the operating 

policies and design of port infrastructure – especially the impact of dredging channels on aquatic species 

(Conway 2012), and the energy consumption of/pollution emitted from port functions and facilities. Local 

universities and laboratories may also depend on conserving the local ecosystem for research, while 

reducing it may increase potential flooding, reduce water sources etc (Mather and Reddy 2008). To 

minimise a polluted environment’s ecological and other externality costs during design, construction and 

operation of any additional dugout port capacity and alterations, this dissertation along with Gedye (April 

2013) and Hanekom (2013), further proposes port authorities/cities directly interact with local qualified 

environmental activists and academics, to resolve environmental concerns. 

 

Planning/Zoning concerns can often serve as another problem identified by previous port case studies – 

Cheon (2007) and Brooks, Schellinck, and Pallis (2011), especially where insufficiently coordinated 

consultation has occurred with key stakeholders.  Port developments not only create zoning issues 

(including property revaluation) but may lead to displacing the local community from the negative 

pollution and other externalities concerned.  Ports have to consider maximizing the benefits while 

minimizing the costs to all influenced by them (Suykens 1986). A further recurring port dilemma 

suggested by Phelp (2007), comes from planning issues linked to integrating port efficiency, productivity 

and layout improvements for both existing and future projected capacity (Mather 2008) to municipal 

infrastructure and the local/national economy. Agrarian concerns are specifically indicated in Durban 

related port research (Transnet July 2013), as 16 farmers currently lease as tenants on the proposed DIA 

site and will lose their occupancy rights from any conversion into a dugout harbour (SDCEA September 

2012).  

 

Tourism consequences of the Durban Port Development include denying potential beach and site access, 

watersports, yachting, fishing and other existing recreational opportunities (Balfour Consulting 2011) for 

the Durban Bay and proposed DIA/Bayhead port sites.  Most port modernisation projects including 

Durban ignore the value and benefits of a harbour in attracting tourists, failing to incorporate zones for 

tourism including restaurants, shops and observation viewing piers from which they can observe port 

activity in current and in future port layouts, providing a potential and often neglected source of revenue 

from the perspective of tourists and the local community. Hamburg and Rotterdam provide guided land-

based port tours in addition to sightseeing vessels. Both could be added to the proposed DIA site. Durban’s 
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community have also expressed concerns about the probable port effects on existing heritage, desiring to 

preserve the residential character of their suburbs, along with preserving places of religious, cultural, 

historic and environmental heritage (Tempi 2006).  

 

For affected Durban suburbs such as Clairwood/Bayhead, this is not a factor as the community’s interests 

are protected under the Heritage Act. Stakeholder concerns also include potential social, economic and 

environmental consequences of introducing port expansions where none previously existed, along with 

improving current port equipment, layout and service to increase port activity – especially the number of 

vessels calling and cargo throughput, include the additional effects of noise to key port users (Black 2011).  

Those affected by ports often point to concerns over an increase in crime proliferating in areas adjacent to 

the port, from increased value-related economic activity and additional levels of demand for drugs, alcohol 

and prostitution in areas frequented by sailors and other port callers (Transnet July 2013).   

 

2.8: Theoretical Motivation and Significance: Why Is This Dissertation Necessary? 

 
Most dissertations, feasibility case studies, research and port development projects from Ross (2010) and 

Foolchand (2006) to Liu (2010), conventionally utilise literature to further justify their existence, effort 

and contribution. This dissertation continues this in seeking to validate the necessity of port projects; e.g. 

for Hamburg Port Authority (2013) and Ojiambo (2012) for Sri Lanka by initial improvements to 

efficiency and productivity prior to actually physically enlarging a port’s capacity. It recognises a port’s 

significant contributing factors to local economic development (Kim 2012) and in maximising port user 

welfare (Ng, Padilha and Pallis 2013) – lowering port user costs, improving reliability, service quality, 

frequency etc. when responsive to their problems (Rappetti 2003) by inviting direct port related 

community participation in port planning procedures.  

 

In considering ports from the functions they are supposed to serve, this dissertation has the further 

advantage from considering standardising assessment criteria and other specific Research Objectives, (1.4) 

that may provide a means universally applicable to any port authority, planning, construction and operating 

management process. In also recognising that port projects have certain costs to them, along with 

summarising evident benefits identified by predecessors (Tempi 2006), it aims to concentrate on both, 

unlike previous harbour research e.g. GHK (2004 for Hong Kong) and JOC INC (2013).  This study 

merely hopes that it may suggest some value of a more inclusive and stakeholder-engaged analysis of 

Durban port to its users, to emphasise the potential value of the port to complement its local economy. It 
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might be possible, with research far beyond this one’s significant limits, to augment efficiency at minimal 

financial, externality, technical and opportunity cost, whilst being internationally cost competitive and 

ecologically sustainable (Van Niekerk 2002). 

  

 This dissertation aspires to emphasize the significance of seaports to trade and the host economy to allow 

other ports to benefit and to reward and incentivise the most ecologically, financially sustainable and 

technologically proficient vessels to use a port (Dyer September 2013). In doing so, it has the further 

distinctive advantage of using primary rather than secondary data wherever possible as recommended by 

PADECO and Oriental Co. (2010) for Walvis Bay. The weakness of many studies though, includes 

insufficient or incomplete data sources for prime measurements of a port’s progress in productivity, 

efficiency, activity, in solving constraints and concerns.  

 

Through comparing and contrasting Durban against other ports (Rio de Janeiro, Melbourne, Singapore and 

Mombasa), this dissertation continues to validate existing comparative studies by providing a brief port 

overview, detailing facilities, assessing productivity, efficiency, constraints and stakeholder concerns over 

current projects. These often concentrate on a scattering of indicators or ideas to reform, without a 

consistent, homogenous, set of standards globally comparable for all ports.  In addressing stakeholder 

concerns reiterated by contemporary literature including Fouda (2012) and Ndlovu (December 2007), this 

dissertation simplifies the impact of any port process on those most influenced by the presence and 

proximity of a harbour as a reflection of the extent to which they value it, perceiving it as necessary and 

justifiable. Stakeholders are not frequently utilised in assessing, refining and maximising potential port 

capacity for most academic studies, apart from a few isolated examples such as Blonigen and Wilson 

(2006) despite the self-evident benefits and costs, to all who depend on the very existence, location, 

capacities and facilities of any harbour. 

In contrast to this one, most studies only consider port performance in terms of containerised cargo – 

ignoring wet and dry bulk, reefer, fishing and other vessels and their requirements in terms of improving 

infrastructure, services, operational management, land and technology. They also ignore the requirements 

of strategic port callers such as passenger vessels, coasters, bunker and transit callers and others in 

configuring optimal port designs (Jones November 2013) and benefiting from maximising calls and 

throughput frequency. Contemporary literature also fails to agree on homogenous indicators by which 

users can determine port efficiency, constraints and areas of concerns – or in establishing them, does not 

empirically test these indicators (Thompson 2009) , nor utilises port-user perspectives. Other existing 

research studies focus too much on general economic theory, lacking specific relevance to theoretically 

determine to what extent a port expansion really is necessary (or justifiable). Examples of this include 
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clarifying the key challenges/constraints noted by port users unresolved by the econometric approach 

favoured by Luoa, Liua and Gao (2012). Such port capacity and capability can only be measured by using 

defined port productivity/efficiency indicators e.g. cargo dwell time (as determined by users themselves).  

 

This dissertation concentrates on particular research characteristics including an automatic assumption that 

the answer to every port problem or constraint is merely to increase port size, - without considering either 

projected demand or supply or fuller implications on the existing port for examples such as Brooks, 

Schellinck, and Pallis (2011) and Gigaba (2013). When considering the projected demand for port facilities 

in Durban, this dissertation emphasises going beyond just the survey approach/literature review favoured 

by most research, in examples e.g. Ross (2010), through graphical, cost benefit analysis and data capturing 

methodology approaches and semi-structured interviews. It seeks to ask many port users – including the 

community –  for requirements, concerns and solutions to challenges and constraints, to identify costs and 

benefits facing seaports, rather than merely a yes/no survey for a limited sample of pre-determined criteria 

which they had no part in assembling. 

 

2.9: Conclusion 

 
The significance of this dissertation and the research consulted in this review of received port literature is 

that it seeks to provide some theoretical basis into assessment criteria and questions considered necessary 

for the pivotal question: “Is Durban’s Harbour Expansion Really Necessary? Or Is It Better to Enhance 

Existing Efficiency, outlined in the Key Research Objectives (1.4) – especially IV and V, so that far more 

exalted future research efforts can significantly improve upon the many weaknesses of this dissertation. 

This research dissertation tries to add some insight to more illustrious previous research such as Merk and 

Dang (2012) for the specific example of Durban in Chapters 4/5 and against other ports in Chapter 6. 

Although other port evaluation studies concentrate more on developed world ports, this seeks a 

developing/BRIC/southern hemisphere approach to port design challenges. It will try to assist in 

formalising a future approach to aiding ports preparing to enhance efficiency and productivity, lowering 

externality costs, addressing stakeholder concerns. It provides a few guidelines for future, more 

comprehensive research offering a methodology and structural basis for Durban, internationally 

compatible with any other port’s design, so that all might benefit from the potential of a port, valuing its 

contribution not just to a city, an economy nor a country but to our world. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter proposes a research methodology that seeks to assist in considering whether the proposed port 

developments for the current Port, and/or the DIA Dugout Basins outlined in Chapter Four are really 

considered necessary (given stakeholder identified concerns and constraints) or if prioritising existing port 

efficiency is sufficient, as Chapter Five seeks to determine. This research methodology aims to provide a 

sound methodological basis to underpin this study of Durban and other port design, development and 

expansion preparation processes, through providing further insight into Research Objectives I and II (1.4). 

To do so it identifies the research type and strategy (3.2), proposed key targeted port users (3.3) listed in 

Appendix II, and the data collection process method and instruments (3.4).  These include structured 

interviews and port data analysis, attempting to test empirically the proposed approach of active port 

stakeholder consultation in a port’s design and future. These will be utilised to recommend several 

standardised port productivity, efficiency, activity and capacity evaluation criteria (3.5), as per Research 

Objective V and as outlined in the Literature Review in Chapter Two. 

 

3.2 Type of Research Methodology and Strategy: 

This dissertation seeks to adopt the following research strategy. 

➢ Apart from the reasons motivating this research in Sections 1.3 and 2.8, to potentially increase 

awareness of general global challenges facing ports and specifically collate pertinent port 

development information for Durban (Chapter 4) and other international ports (Chapter 6), 

wherever practically possible. 

➢ To provide greater insight into assessing the necessity of port expansion projects versus that of the 

alternative of expanding existing capacity such as Durban through means of the Key Research 

Objectives outlined in 1.4, in standardising indicators for assessment in port performance. 

➢ To consider the requirements and concerns of all affected by harbour projects, providing 

guidelines into mitigating/lowering costs whilst accentuating hypothetical benefits of seaports 

through outlining recommendations. 

➢ To compare and contrast wherever possible with equivalent world case studies (Chapter Six). 

 

This is a socio-economic and technical impact research study to address the preparation challenges for a 

port authority in planning and modernising a port. It therefore lacks ethical considerations other than that 
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of securing confidentiality and informed consent.  This dissertation’s research methodology is to utilise 

empirical data, standardised indicators of enhancing port performance and the direct impact of central port 

users and the community affected by port upgrades (identified in 3.5) through semi-structured interviews. 

These may assist in assessing the feasibility and extent to which, from a cost-benefit perspective, the 

projected development scenarios of Chapter 4 should be undertaken as the future of Durban’s port. Apart 

from data-capturing, Dooms, Verbeke and Haezendonck (2013) sanction usage of semi-structured 

interviews based on addressing the Key Research Objectives (1.4) rather than a simple yes/no survey, to 

enable respondents to participate directly in providing feedback.  

 

Responses were solicited and obtained through email or in person. Each person received equivalent port 

development information to resolve asymmetrical information.  In order to ascertain generic, aggregated 

port user requirements, stakeholder concerns and identified constraints/potential solutions, port 

development consequences, costs and benefits and additional port development information for the current 

port, the DIA and Bayhead sites; each was asked the structured questionnaire in Appendix III. Ethical 

clearance (Appendix VII) and authorisation was secured through the researcher personally signing the 

conflict of interests declaration (Appendix IV), obtaining and upholding ethical clearance, and each key 

port user signing on their own behalf, or on behalf of their representative employees/members, site specific 

permission (V)/informed consent forms (VI) to express interest within a fortnight of receipt. The 

University of KwaZulu-Natal Ethics Committee insisted on scrutinising each form before individual 

interview permission was granted and undertaken.  

 

3.3 Sampling Population – Identifying Key Port Users: 

Stakeholder/Key Port User: This includes those who could be considered as port users, having a direct 

influence and impact within the harbour expansion project. It includes those concerned with the existing 

harbour and community directly/indirectly affected by the presence of the seaport as interested parties 

capable of identifying/influencing concerns and constraints, inhibiting optimal port productivity, efficiency 

and potential performance.  

 

To devise the sampling population consulted in attempting to provide greater clarity into the Research 

Objectives proposed by this Dissertation (1.4) and to consider using in designing future ports from the 

African approach of directly consulting key port users, this dissertation follows Dooms, Macharis and 

Verbeke (2004) in consulting those most qualified, willing and able to cooperate for data capturing and 

semi-structured interviews. Dooms et al divide key port users into the community, the public and the 
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private sectors, including academics, shippers, freight forwarders, labour unions, strategic callers, terminal 

operators, shipyards, municipal and central government, local community, non-governmental 

organisations, port authorities and others. Each was either interviewed or approached to provide a 

representative cross-section of Durban’s affected port community in determining the potential prospects of 

Durban’s proposed port developments using the Research Methodology outlined in 3.2. Appendix II 

summarises the main list of key port users for data capturing and interviews. These may aid in evaluating 

the extent to which a port expansion is really necessary or if it is better to focus on existing efficiency. In 

addition, identifying those most qualified, will further assist in formulating the most capable port design 

methodology, to compile the Results detailed in Chapter Five.   

 

3.4 Data Collection Process and Measurement Techniques/Instruments: 

Following the methodological and strategic approaches set out in 3.2, information was obtained through 

consulting key port users through semi-structured interviews, direct physical port investigation visits and 

analysing pertinent primary data from archives/resources, refining standard prior examples of port 

expansion projects and theoretical case studies from all cooperative users. This appears the most 

meritocratic, reliable, consistent and accurate method of consulting those qualified and most affected by 

the current, DIA and Bayhead sites, based on identification of Key Port Users (3.3). This dissertation 

consulted those familiar with the port with information access (to avoid issues of asymmetrical 

information), directly affected to avoid moral hazard of nonresponse along with the incentive/opportunity 

of shifting the costs of others. It considers the user pays principle to satisfy standard academic efficiency 

and equity criteria. Separate  projected current, DIA and Bayhead site scenarios allow for site variations in 

response.  These can identify standardised Evaluation Criteria (3.5), Stakeholder Requirements (5.4) and 

Concerns (5.5) to offer a balanced cost and benefit perspective, clarifying each scenario’s feasibility and 

academic research omissions, avoiding dissertation situational bias. Response similarities are summarised 

and generalised in table/bullet form to avoid superfluous results duplication, to ensure direct relevance in 

standardising criteria and to protect individual perspectives from being personally identifiable – assuring 

confidentiality.  

Each correspondent was offered the chance to participate of their free volition, to choose confidentiality, to 

have the methodology and purpose explained and to consider amendments to these/the questions 

themselves and to establish impartiality. This author did not reveal personal preferences/factors but 

identified all aspects where practically possible and each participated separately from other port users, 

unaware of their response to preserve data response integrity. This dissertation differs from previous 
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research, which only relies on port authorities and local municipalities in port preparation, or considers 

only specific harbour user welfare benefits or costs to any maritime development, by consulting as many 

cooperative port users as possible for guidelines in improving port performance and the potential prospects 

for port expansion. 

 

 3.5 Standardised Port Productivity, Efficiency, Activity and Capacity Evaluation Criteria:  

 

 
To assist in greater understanding in determining the extent to which Durban Harbour’s port performance 

is comparable to other ports, standardised indicators are proposed and outlined below, defined where not 

self-explanatory and self-evident. These further address Key Research Objective V (proposing means of 

assessing/improving potential port productivity, efficiency, activity and capacity for Table 2 identified port 

functions). Those criteria not previously motivated for their inclusion in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, are 

specifically justified for Durban primarily due to availability of data provided by key port sources. In 
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addition, this approach aspires to improve existing methodologies in creating a port design with active user 

consultation capable of addressing the extent to which existing port productivity and efficiency can be 

improved. It aims to identify certain port constraints/degree of underutilisation that could potentially 

enhance existing port efficiency for port functions listed in Table 2 (Chapter 2 page 14). These will aid to 

consider if a port expansion is always necessary to the extent proposed.  This is answerable by the extent to 

which identified stakeholder concerns and requirements (5.4/5.5) are resolved. These also provide 

historical indicators over time to determine whether or not Durban port is becoming more or less 

competitive, cost-effective, productive, efficient or user considerate. These assist in establishing advised 

port improvements, encouraging additional port users, vessels and throughput and to justify any port 

development. 

 
PORT PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES (Motivated Section 2.4): 

LOCATIONAL ECONOMIES OF SCALE: 

• Geographical positioning of port facilities and functions (Table 2) plus parking, workshops etc. 

• Geographical location and layout of the port. 

• Road and rail transport interlinkages. 

• Location of complementary marine economic activities. 

 

TECHNICAL ECONOMIES OF SCALE (Falling short-or long-run average costs). 

▪ Marine and Cargo Infrastructure and Services (Table 2). 

▪ Land 

▪ Labour 

▪ Management 

▪ Technology 

• Capital 

 

PORT EFFICIENCY INDICATORS (Motivated 2.5) 

• Vessel Waiting Time for Berths: This reflects the frequency with which vessels can access 

facilities and the degree to which sufficient maritime infrastructure and services are provided in 

existing port capacity for projected port demand versus supply. 
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• Average Cargo Dwell/Clearing Time: The time taken for cargo to be transferred and processed 

between the vessel via the shore to storage facilities/transport links, is a significant indicator in 

determining the degree to which sufficient  cargo infrastructure and services is provided in existing 

port capacity and for projected port demand versus supply. 

 

• Average Customs Clearance Processing Time: This dissertation proposes a proxy measure for a 

historically ignored factor inhibiting a seaport’s performance potential, by assessing the time taken 

to complete customs formalities as an indicator of the extent to which customs procedures enhance 

or inhibit port user requirements and the extent to which customs can be modernised to improve 

port capacity. 

 

• Vessel Turnaround/Clearance Time: This reflects the total waiting, berthing and other port time 

to a vessel and its operators whilst utilising port facilities as a measure of its potential 

competitiveness and efficiency against other comparable ports. 

 

• Road/Rail Turnaround Time. This measures the total port time taken to collect/deliver cargo 

consignments as an indicator of the service, reliability, efficiency and quality of port 

superstructure, storage facilities and surrounding transport interlinkages affecting the dependent 

economy. 

 

• Durban Port Road to Rail Ratio. This measures the share between road and rail for containers 

leaving the port.  

 

• Total cost to port users per year. This indicates how cost efficient the port is over a specific time 

period compared to its competitors. It reflects port user willingness to pay for facilities and the 

extent to which a seaport can lower port user costs along with increasing potential macroeconomic 

benefits, by enhancing port performance through addressing concerns and constraints. 

 

• Tonnage of cargo carried per unit of worker/No of potential strikes/days lost: These are 

prototype physical estimates of the extent to which labour productivity has the potential to be 

improved for enhancing port capacity, given the influence of labour costs to total port user costs 

and potential port activity, historically ignored in port project research studies. 

 

• Gross crane moves per hour, Tonnage of cargo carried per running metre of quay, Tonnage 

of cargo carried per unit of cargo employed, Number of containers handled per ship working 

hour. These physically determine the extent to which cargo infrastructure, superstructure and 
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services in terms of technology/capital equipment have the potential to be improved for enhancing 

Durban’s current and future port capacity and performance. 

 

PORT ACTIVITY/CAPACITY INDICATORS 

• Average Berth Occupancy Rate: This establishes the optimal berth configuration in projected 

port designs, as an indicator of port activity/capacity and projected demand for marine 

infrastructure. 

 

• Total Port Capacity and Traffic (TEU’s)/(No of vessels): In aligning projected demand with 

projected supply and utilisation of facilities and the extent to which ports and their functions can 

become more efficient to port users, these measures approximate the extent to which 

modernisation of existing site capacity and layout is a more feasible and cost-efficacious 

alternative to Durban and other physical port expansion developments. This ideally should be 

divided into different strategic port users, reflecting variations in port function requirements, 

efficiency and cost including dry bulk, container vessels and for cruise vessels (numbers only – 

ignoring any minimal cargo capacity). 

 

• Cargo Capacity Utilisation: Dividing annual TEU activity by estimated total TEU capacity; 

measures the extent to which potential port capacity is utilised.  

 

3.6 Conclusion: 

This chapter proposes utilising literature, empirical data and direct port user consultation to provide greater 

insight into ascertaining a homogenous methodology capable of answering key challenges in constructing 

and upgrading port developments. These were partially illustrated through Research Objectives IV 

(stakeholder port requirements), V (standardising constraints and stakeholder concerns), and VI 

(standardised port productivity, efficiency, capacity and activity indicators). These provide a hypothetical 

formal research methodology capable of assessing existing port layout, services, infrastructure, intermodal 

linkages and other facilities, aiming to provide greater clarity into the Research Objectives (1.4) 

specifically for Durban’s port developments outlined in Chapter Four but universally applicable to 

international competitor ports (Chapter Five). This dissertation considers this research approach as one 

way of appraising the extent to which a seaport such as Durban and comparable international ports 

(Chapter Six) requires modernisation/physical expansion in seeking to provide possible improvements to 

port and surrounding area performance, capability and user welfare.  
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CHAPTER 4: THE PORT OF DURBAN AND DIA DUGOUT BASIN: HISTORIC, 

CURRENT AND FUTURE PORT DEVELOPMENT PLANS. 

 4.1 Introduction: 

This Chapter aims to provide an overview of Durban’s Port information, its historic and proposed 

development plans through a general timeline (4.2), the existing Durban Port study location, layout and 

facilities (4.3) and the projected Durban DIA Port Expansion Development Plan (4.4) to assist in 

determining the extent to which these are considered necessary (Research Objective I/II) and what the 

plans are. The Bayhead Site remains a hypothetical uncertainty given exogenous constraints and limited 

demand potential summarised in Chapter Five. Summarising these port developments identifies the 

contribution that the port has made and can initiate as a catalyst for local economic and community 

development. Providing a timeline, enables key port users to determine what the future of this port 

rehabilitation and hypothetical DIA site addition might be and when it comes into being, to enable them to 

participate and benefit from it. 

4.2 Timeline Horizon:  

Figures III to V along with the much broader timeline of selected historical port events set out below 

highlight the history and envisioned future of Durban port’s development.  

▪ 1824: First Durban port trading activity noted. 

▪ 1903-1910:  Dredging of Harbour.  

▪ 1903-1939: The Harbour Entrance Depth increases from 5.5metres to 13.5metres. 

▪ June 1904. First large deepsea vessel (Armadale Castle) enters Durban port. 

▪ 1910: Maydon Wharf developed with private terminals present for the first time. 

▪ 1970: Oil port trade shifts from inside to outside the port with the commissioning of an Off-shore 

Single-Buoy Mooring allowing Very Large Crude Carriers to access Durban port. 

▪ 1977: Full container-handling operations in the port commence. 

▪ 2002: TNPA revised Tariff Structure and Methodology – replacing ad valorem based cargo tariffs 

with user pays equity, efficiency and cost recovery principles. 

▪ 2007: Phase 1 Pier 1 Durban Harbour Entrance Channel Dredging and Widening, plus enhancing 

the southern breakwater, creating a new north groyne, and improving navigational aids. Port 

modernisation increased the maximum Point Terminal Car Capacity from 30,000 to 100,000. 

Vessel callers in excess of 10,000 TEU are now able to use the port (from in excess of 4000 TEU) 
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▪ 2007-2012: Durban Municipality’s Back of Port Development Plan research study is undertaken. 

Clairwood, Mobeni East and West districts are rezoned for logistics. Merewent expands its light 

industry/office park zone. 

▪ February 2012. Durban Container Terminal Berths 203-205 expands port capacity to 2.9 million 

TEU’s. 

 

(Adapted from Iyer Design Studio 2012, Mott 2010 plus Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. March 2009) 

 

 

Figure III: Pillay July 2012. 
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Port Modernisation Phases:  

Phase I: 2010-2020. Current Port of Durban Efficiency Upgrade. 

 

▪ March 2011: South African Cabinet approval of Durban Harbour’s Expansion granted. 

▪ 2012: Start of Transnet Freight Rail’s Investment Implementation Plan to 2050 from Cato Ridge 

(complete by 2025) via the Natal Corridor Line with R8.5 billion spent on improving Wentworth, 

Kings’ Rest/Bayhead railway network, Clairwood and the DIA site rail links.  

▪ April 2012-2019: Transnet’s R300 billion Capital Investment Programme in road, rail, utilities and 

upgrading existing port functions including dredging City Terminal deepwater quays.  

▪ July 2012: Modernising Durban Container Terminal and Pier 1 to handle Containers up to a total 

2.9 million TEU reaches completion. R72 million is spent on 5 gantry cranes for berths 203-205. 

▪ December 2012: R1.8 billion Transfer from Airport Company South Africa of old Durban 

International Airport site to Transnet.  

▪ April 2013-April 2014: TNPA Port Pricing Strategy, Tariff Structure, Methodology and Port 

Expansion Pricing Proposal finalised – ignores financing port upgrades until DIA is officially 

South Africa’s tenth port. 

 

▪ 2013-2017: Current Port Berth Deepening and Pier 1 Phase 2 modernisation period including 

acquiring and converting Salisbury Island naval base and Maydon Wharf Container Terminal and 

installing an electronic pilot messaging system. 

 

▪ Phase II: 2020-2040 old DIA site Harbour Expansion (Outlined in 4.4) 

 

▪ March 2014: DIA site Port Regulatory Authority Final Approval deadline. 

▪ September 2015: DIA site Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Feasibility Study 

finalised. 

▪ 2016: Port concessioning and construction tenders awarded. 

▪ March 2016-2020: First four berth terminal, breakwaters and channel dredging at DIA site 

scheduled to commence construction. 

▪ 2020-2040: Remaining DIA site expansion phase preparations including planning and land use 

conversion, stakeholder consultation and EIA studies, construction, terminal, transport, 

infrastructure and services configuration and inter-linkages to the local and national economy. 
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▪ Phase III: 2040-2050 Bayhead Site Expansion. This remains a hypothetical long term vision 

for Durban port to expand containerised throughput up to 24 million TEU’s dependent on 

exogenous port demand growth is sufficient to cost justify construction. (See Chapter 

Five/conclusions). 

 

4.3 Study Location: Port Layout and Facilities of the Existing Durban Harbour 
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Chart I positions Durban relative to other Southern African ports, providing the most advantageous or 

shortest South African route for South Africa’s  prime economic node, the Gauteng-Durban Freight 

Corridor (Chart II). Chart III below provides an overview of Durban’s current and DIA harbour basins plus 

affected urban areas. The study will be conducted at Durban’s current Harbour (Charts IV/V) and the 

proposed additional dugout harbour basins located at the former Durban International Airport site and 

Bayhead Basin (old railway marshalling yards) in eThekwini Municipality, KwaZulu-Natal South Africa.  
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Chart III: Overview of Both Sites (Iyer Design Studio May 2012). 
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Chart V: Durban Current Port Layout (Transnet July 2013).  

 

To determine the extent to which Durban’s Harbour can become more productive and efficient and to aid 

in configuring the optimal African/Developing World Port Design, this subchapter considers the existing 

capacity of Durban Harbour.  Chart V shows the present port layout. Geographically and economically it is 

essential to consider where it is situated, what the current port layout is and what facilities/services and 

functions are provided. These questions determine the extent to which they should be modernised (to avoid 

underutilisation or overusage externality costs for stakeholders). This helps to answer the Research 

Objectives of whether existing port performance and capacity can be improved as a preferable policy 
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alternative to an economic expansion (1.4). By summarising facilities and functions, port designers can use 

these to maximise port benefits and satisfy requirements throughout an existing and future harbour by 

answering: What Do Stakeholders Desire in a Port? What are the constraints to improving existing port 

capacity? 

 

Geographically, Durban’s port is situated at the nexus of Southern African trade – through seaward 

connections with the Indian Ocean (Chart 1) and landward, road and rail connections of the Gauteng 

Freight Corridor. Its transport modernisation process is expected to provide significant further 

macroeconomic benefits pinpointed in Chart 2 (Transnet July 2013), interconnecting the two most 

economically significant South African regions of KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng. Transport infrastructure 

includes the 2010-completed, North Coast-based, King Shaka International Airport, the Durban-Gauteng 

railway line through the Valley of a Thousand Hills and N3 highway to the west with a North-South 

coastal N2 highway in addition to lesser roads. These links further substantiate the potential of efficient, 

interlinked ports to contribute to trade growth and economic development. Durban Harbour itself has 

ancillary maritime-related commercial enterprises. In developing Durban’s Port, regardless of any plan 

undertaken, it is essential to also preserve the following city characteristics that distinguish Durban and 

attract tourists including the Bat Centre art gallery, the Catalina Theatre of Wilson’s Wharf, the art deco 

architecture and memorials of the Esplanade, John Ross House’s Roma Revolving Restaurant, the vessel 

exhibits of the Natal Maritime Museum (shops and restaurants at all these) along with the proximity of the 

Golden Mile Indian Ocean Beachfront, Ushaka Aquarium and luxury residential Point development, 

northeast of the Point port entrance 
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Durban Harbour’s existing port layout extending over 21 kilometres in perimeter and encompassing 1854 

hectares of port related activity, further substantiates the need for a physical DIA site dugout port. Despite 

R2.85 billion spent on widening the existing harbour entrance channel (Civil Engineering 2010), it faces 

natural parameter limits to further expansion (geophysical and environmental), (Charts III and IV), as 

Image I conveys. The 335-metre north and 700-metre south breakwaters and extensive tidal sandbanks 

(679 hectare surface area at low but 892 at high tide) serve as further physical barriers to the feasibility of a 

port extension within the existing Durban port location.  As Image I and Charts III/IV illustrate, Durban’s 

port cannot extend seaward into the east Indian Ocean, or the south-facing Bluff Admiralty headland or the 

north and west occupied by Durban city (apart from the underutilised Bayhead railway site, protected 

mangroves and angling/yacht clubs of the Amazinyama river and Silt Canal which as a solution would 

have too many externality costs incurred). It cannot physically extend in the harbour itself due to a natural 

sandbar in the port itself, necessary to preserve the estuarine system and prevent flooding (SDCEA 2014).  

Aside from increasing existing port efficiency, the only solution geographically, is the proposed DIA 

dugout port. 

 

The new port developments are considered necessary by certain users for fully laden Post-Panamax vessels 

to access Durban and to resolve inadequate existing, working berth water depths. Appendix I: summarises 
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Durban’s physical berth dimensions as limitations which further justify the need for the DIA proposed port 

site to accommodate ever larger (i.e. Post-Panamax  dimension) vessels, given essential sandbanks (Iyer 

Design Studio 2012) impairing a more cost effective berth dredging alternative.   

Vessels first notify the Port Authority and enter Durban’s Port Approach boundaries at 12 Nautical Miles 

from the Fairway Buoy. Safe anchorage exists north east of the harbour channel. With a pilot, port caller 

dimensions are limited to the 19 metre deep maximum channel depth and 225 metre wide dredged outer 

channel into the 16 metre deep harbour basin where they are assisted by tugs to one of 6 Transnet owned, 

commercial piers and 58 common berths/3 car berths. All vessels have to report to Customs for clearance 

and to pay various port dues (where applicable) at the Port Authority. Both are located at T Jetty (Chart V 

Transnet July 2013). Durban’s current port targets strategic port callers providing a cruise ship passenger 

terminal (N shed, T Jetty). Bunkering is offered by dedicated barges to vessels throughout the port, 

reaching over 2 million tons per year. Yachts, ferries and leisure vessels berth at Wilson’s Wharf yachting 

and tourism marina.  Other services include port functions listed in Table 2 above e.g. stevedoring, storage 

terminals and cargo handling.  

 

This dissertation maintains that enhancing existing port efficiency by reducing existing total port facility 

constraints (Table 10) as identified in 2.6 and 5.5, (including the specifically neglected private Table 9 

facility constraints),  have significantly lower economic, social, technical and environmental externality 

costs than a physical port expansion for Durban. Although Durban port has modernised with greater usage 

of information technology – from mutual information cooperation between Transnet and SARS etc, 

COSMOS to NAVIS operating system (except Pier 2), automated screening systems, higher definition 

cameras and RFID scanning, constraints remain. For example, equipment summarised in Tables 8-10, 

requires investment in sufficient quality and quantities, via automated processes, adding/upgrading 

equipment, improving labour, management and layout etc in alignment with stakeholder identified 

requirements (5.4) to optimise additional growth in cargo throughput, vessels and subsequent demand for 

port functions in a cost efficient manner. Investing in greater communication and information exchange 

capacity between port users and Transnet or Customs would further reduce congestion.  Focussing on 

resolving current technical and congestion constraints, causing Durban’s port to under-perform compared 

to international competitors, would improve port performance to significantly reduce the extent of the DIA 

site proposed physical port expansion (4.4) that is commercially and cost sustainable. 
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As the largest port in terms of maritime-related economic activity in both Sub-Saharan Africa and the 

Southern Hemisphere, with strong locational advantages to the economic hinterland of the African 

continent, South Africa and Indian to Atlantic Ocean trade routes, vessels passing through Durban Harbour 

trade a variety of cargo including citrus fruit, timber, sugar, steel, iron, vehicles, fertilisers, grains, 

petroleum and containerised goods at high volumes. These include a total of 87,711,170 tons of cargo for 

2013: 44,829,622 for general, 33.6 million tons for containerised, 2.75 million reefer, 24.3 million of 

liquid bulk, and 9.6 million tons for dry bulk cargo (Transnet Port Terminals January 2014). As 

containerised trade alone contributes significantly to economic activity and development, the necessity of 

Durban’s port and its efficiency is obvious, as without these volumes the city of Durban would not exist.  

This therefore further verifies the necessity of designing ports for all users to sufficiently maximise 

potential cargo, passenger and economic activity - efficiently, reliably, swiftly, accurately and cheaply 

from point of entry/vessel to final destination following Figure IX’s conceptual design for a functioning 

port. This includes integrating the significant cargo volumes of landside areas (Table 11) and logistics 

zones. This dissertation aspires to utilise literature and key port users to potentially measure the extent to 

which existing and future efficiency can be improved in Durban’s port for the port facilities and functions 

outlined in this section, further established in Chapter 5.  
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Table 11: (Iyer Design Studio May 2012). 

 

4.4 The Projected Durban Port Expansion and Development Plan. 

This section summarises the future projected port layout and facilities for the proposed Durban 

International Airport site (to be constructed 2016-2040) to potentially determine the extent of need for 

major additional port capacity, or an entirely new port site. As with any development, Key Port Users 

experience macroeconomic costs and benefits not just directly but also from the often ignored and under-

measured opportunity costs of not constructing these extensions.  
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Image III: The Future Second Port (LeGuern 2013). 
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The DIA site designed to follow Chart VI and Images II/III, costing R100 billion (excluding Transnet’s 

R1.8 billion acquisition cost), over 25 years consists of: 

• An approach channel with a water depth of 18.6 metres and a width of 360 metres  

• 452 hectares of port-related economic activity including storage warehouses/logistics (295 

hectares for containers and 24 to transport) with a 9.2 million TEU total cargo capacity. 

• A 16-berth container terminal (Africa’s largest, most modern) – 7.2 million extra TEU’s of 

containerised cargo capacity. 

• A 3-berth vehicle (reefer cargo) terminal. 

• A 300 metre long, 4-berth liquid bulk terminal scheduled by 2050. 

• Associated marine and cargo infrastructure and services to facilitate port functions. 

• Road, rail, water, electricity, waste disposal and other infrastructure including a 450 MI per day 

desalinisation plant on site providing water for key port users. 

• 1.2 kilometre breakwater and excavation of sand dune by DIA/Isipingo Beach. 

• An eco-efficient designed Port Control Office. 
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• An Administrative Craft Basin.  

• In addition any port will require provision for its standard port functions (as identified in Chapter 2 

Table 2) and associated maritime economic, social, tourism and other key port user requirements 

(5.7). 

 

(Transnet December 2012/Osman 2012) 

 

This DIA site has economic advantages for Africa in enabling 11000 TEU plus Post Panamax size 

container vessels (Osman 2012), 100,000 dwt (deadweight ton) liquid bulk and 300,000 dwt Very 

Large Crude (oil) Carriers to regularly use the proposed port.  

 

 

Associated Development linked to the DIA Site: (Iyer Design Studio May 2012.) 

▪ Bluff to Highway Link Road (via Clairwood, Austerville and Merebank). 

▪ Sale of 92 Year Old Clairwood Racecourse for a Port Warehouse and Logistics Park. 
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▪ N2 uMhlatuzana River Valley Highway Extension: 2012-2017 (Chart VII). 

▪ M4 Mobeni to Clairwood Truck freight road route: 2014-2020. 

▪ N3 Highway Extension: Cato Ridge to Mooi River (2030), to Gauteng (2038) 

▪ R8.33 billion  Transnet Rail infrastructure modernisation (R1.2 billion rolling stock) 

▪ R23.4 billion Transnet Durban-Johannesburg oil pipeline. 

▪ Total SA private sector’s R140 million modernisation of Island View Terminal and R90 million 

for Total’s oil fuel depot. 

▪ BP to modernise SAPREF oil refinery to Euro V standards (R2.5 billion). 

▪ New wastewater treatment plant for Isipingo – NATCOS tank farm serves as a barrier to further 

port developments. 

▪ Possible removal of chromium 6 hazardous waste landfill to Gauteng. 

 

These include the specific road developments outlined in Table 12 below: 
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4.5: Conclusion: 

Identifying the projected timeline of Durban’s historic and proposed port developments (4.2) and 

providing an overview of the current port (4.3) may assist participants to provide a profitable, community 

based, ecologically sustainable future for seaports and global shipping. It may aid in considering the extent 

to which existing port facilities and layout can become more efficient (Key Research Objective II) and the 

extent to which a port faces natural constraints to further development. This will, along with illustrating the 

potential demand and supply prospects (5.2), potential costs and benefits (analysed in 5.3) of the proposed 

DIA dugout port development (outlined in 4.4) and hypothetical Bayhead Site in Chapter 5, further seek to 

establish a basis as to what extent a physical port expansion is specifically justifiable or really necessary, 

as the solution to Durban port’s existing stakeholder identified challenges and concerns (Key Research 

Objectives I/ II). 
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CHAPTER 5: EVALUATING DURBAN’S CURRENT AND FUTURE PORT 

DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS: RESEARCH RESULTS AND STAKEHOLDER 

PERSPECTIVES 

5.1 Introduction  

 
Chapter Five’s purpose is to utilise the methodology established in Chapter Three and the results of direct 

stakeholder participation, to further develop an understanding of the extent to which the proposed port 

expansions in both the DIA and the Bayhead sites are considered both necessary and desired. 

Alternatively, is it more pragmatic to concentrate on optimising the efficiency of existing port capacity? 

This aims to contribute towards understanding Key Research Objectives I/II.  To do so, 5.2 considers 

projected port user demand growth versus projected increases in port facility capacity (supply) and 5.3 

provides a partial port project, cost-benefit, analysis (Objective III).  Certain predicted environmental (5.4), 

traffic and transport (5.5) and economic (5.6) consequences of Durban’s current, DIA dugout and Bayhead 

port development options, that key port users have identified, are summarised, to encourage port planners 

to improve the port’s present and future layout, performance, macroeconomic opportunities and associated 

port community welfare. These aim to serve as recommendations towards mitigating port-related 

externality and user costs.  

The central results of consulting key port users are then summarised in an aggregated form to preserve the 

confidentiality of individual respondents.  5.7 outlines standardised stakeholder requirements and concerns 

that port users/the community have identified from Durban’s port growth, providing possible assessment 

criteria to evaluate the feasibility of undertaking other port developments. 5.8 details potential constraints 

to enhancing existing port efficiency.  5.9 presents certain researcher and stakeholder recommendations 

and solutions to these. Both aspire to further refine guidelines for preparing future port designs and to 

provide greater insight into Research Objectives II and V. 5.10 concludes by assessing the overall 

prospects of current Port modernisation, dealing separately with the DIA and Bayhead dugout port 

scenarios and related Back-of-Port consequences, in determining whether these are feasible and necessary 

for port community welfare and the future of Durban’s port, city and economy. 
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5.2 Projected Demand versus Supply for Enhancing Existing and Future Port Capacity. 

This dissertation advocates that the first step to establishing whether any port improvement or construction 

of additional capacity is economically necessary and sufficient for a port design, is to determine whether or 

not sufficient demand exists for port functions, relative to projected port capacity/supply increases. This 

reduces under-and over-utilization, economic, social, transport, infrastructure and environmental costs. 

This section reviews this for the current Harbour and for the proposed DIA dugout and Bayhead port 

projects to aid Research Objective IV: To what extent does demand on the part of shippers provide support 

for any of the port developments currently undertaken and proposed?  

 

Table 13 and Graph 6 estimate (based on Transnet July 2013 port preparation estimates), from a 

commercial shipping perspective, that sufficient port user demand of 4.3 million TEU by 2015 exists to 

prioritise enhancing existing port capacity up to Durban Port’s current, natural, container capacity limits of 

4.9 million TEU per year.  These will avoid economic, port congestion and other opportunity costs of not 

increasing Durban’s potential port capability for vessels of Post-Panamax dimensions. 
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From a commercial shipping perspective using (what may be optimistic) Transnet estimates, future port 

demand growth is sufficiently high (Table 14 and Graph 7), allowing for exogenous surges in port demand 

to justify the dugout DIA port expansion growth to the extent of a maximum projected demand growth of 

12.6 million TEU cargo throughput by 2033, against a cumulative port capacity (supply) of 13.6 million 

TEU. Constraints to optimising existing port efficiency as identified in 4.5 limit current container capacity 

growth to 4.9 million TEU. However, the externality costs of construction and operation do not justify 

enlarging the DIA port to a total Durban container capacity of 15.7 million TEU. As the type of vessels 

that will support this traffic growth cannot be predicted, differing berth types should all be constructed but 

economically it would be unprofitable to construct additional berths that are under-utilised. This emerged 

in consultation with Durban’s main shipping companies (See Appendix II) that are reticent towards using 

or financing the port. In addition Transnet’s yearly demand increase rate of 0.6 -1.3 million TEU appears 

unrealistic to this researcher, given the above projected excess port capacity over demand (though each 

with exogenous causes). It appears less plausible from pro-cyclical economic and business cycle shocks 

combined with low immediate prospects for the global future of shipping and 4% predicted seaborne trade 

growth (2.5), considering the economic consequences of the 2008 world recession. 
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As Table 1 page 2 targets show (sourced directly from each port authority’s expansion plans), from a 

shipping perspective, demand and supply prospects are expected to stabilise and be considerably smaller 

than predicted growth estimates. These follow from increasing inter-port competitiveness in gross 

container cargo volumes, and from rival Southern African port modernisation competitors (e.g. Walvis 

Bay, Maputo, Mombasa, Bagamoyo and Dar-es-Salaam) all increasing capacity and causing potential trade 

diversion from Durban and other South African ports. This may further lower future Durban port demand 

and hence the requirement for these planned port facilities. However projected port demand is still 

sufficient to justify the proposed DIA dugout port expansion to 13.6 million TEU, allowing reserve 

capacity for strategic, occasional callers.  Port improvements in layout, efficiency and capacity (including 

implemented dissertation recommendations proposed for Durban/endorsed by other ports) increasing port 

user benefits and lowering costs, may further raise demand for Durban as a seaport. This may further 

justify this port authority investment in Durban’s second port to an extent, provided existing capacity is 

utilised in as environmentally, technically and economically efficient a fashion as possible, lowering user 

costs. These may create further macroeconomic benefits of increased competition, trade, employment, 

revenue and expenditure, increasing total cargo handled, vessel numbers and gross vessel tonnage (Table 

15) from other SADC countries and additional trade creation for Durban’s maritime, KwaZulu-Natal’s 

provincial and South Africa’s overall economy. 

 

The prospective Bayhead Site Port expansion option is considered commercially unsustainable, due to 

increasing inter-port competitiveness as other African seaports construct additional capacity, reducing 

potential future demand for Durban’s port functions (Graph 8 and Table 16).  Demand is expected to reach 

a maximum of 12.6 million TEU against a potential port overcapacity of 24 million TEU by 2033 

(Transnet December 2013), but against 13.6 million with only the proposed DIA dugout port. Any 

economic contribution of exports to employment, expenditure and the local maritime economy must be 

partially offset against losses from increases in import-based consumption.  Further economic, 

environmental and traffic/transport costs, benefits and consequences against the Bayhead and advocated 

partial DIA site port expansion are outlined in 5.3-5.5.  
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From an efficiency perspective, freight forwarders and shippers deem the DIA dugout port to be 

economically necessary however, for both projected containerised growth and 32 million tons of total 

general cargo imports/28 million tons of exports by 2040 (Graph 9 Transnet April 2013) to avoid port 

congestion and excessive other user costs, assuming these figures are sustainable. (However, as unions and 

the community have indicated, the large volumes of Asian mass import-based over export consumption 

may significantly increase local unemployment and production, adversely affecting the local economy 

especially for containerised goods). As vessels increase in size, gross registered tonnage increases (Table 

15) implying that it would be more cost-efficacious to deepen existing berths rather than construct 

additional facilities for vessel numbers that have been shown to be static or falling over the 2009-2013 

period.  Port functions and layouts could also be efficiently configured to projected demand and to 

minimise costs, satisfying stakeholder requirements. 
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5.3 A Projected Cost-Benefit Analysis of each Proposed Durban Port Development: 

In considering the extent to which any port modernisation or expansion project such as the current Durban 

Harbour, proposed dugout DIA and Bayhead sites are worth pursuing, this dissertation attempts to aid 

interested, affected port stakeholders through proposing Research Objective III: What are the costs and 

benefits associated with Durban’s current Port, the DIA, Bayhead sites and any port development?  

 

This subchapter seeks to evaluate this through identifying a partial stakeholder-identified, cost-benefit 

analysis (further developed in less quantifiable economic, environmental, traffic and transport 

consequences of Durban’s Port Development). These are outlined where  values can be approximated, 

located or calculated. Although port opponents have challenged the estimated overall cost of R250 billion 

(Transnet December 2014) as representing an opportunity cost of taxpayer’s money, Transnet Port 

Authority, Rail Terminals and Pipeline are state enterprises without requiring any direct funding by 

taxpayers/government. Rather, the TNPA finances itself mainly through currently accumulated revenue 
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from various port functions, a floating bond, fiscal reserves and a China Development Bank loan for all 

Durban’s port financing costs to 2050. (Transnet January 2014). The actual direct fiscal cost is un-

quantified but extends merely to that which Transnet is co-financing with the KwaZulu-Natal provincial 

and Durban city governments, which are investing in the Back-of-Port and associated infrastructure costs. 

Government financing of these aids the port/local community economically through increased additional 

commercial/Customs tax revenue and improved infrastructure. However, state financing causes certain 

opportunity costs of alternative investments in social and economic development/community upliftment. 

Private sector capital faces constraints to accessing the port and legal barriers from the port authority 

Transnet, which prefers to self-operate the ports rather than follow public-private partnership funding as 

Mombasa port is pursuing.  

 

Durban Port and Associated Development Projected Stakeholder Identified Costs (Muller, 

Smith, Sessions et al. March 2009, SDCEA February 2014, Transnet January 2014) (Iyer Design Studio 

May 2012),  

PORT PROJECT 

• Total of R250 billion to 2050 for Durban Bay, DIA and Bayhead Port Development (Transnet 

January 2014 for all cost estimates cited below).  

• R3.36 billion on Durban’s Harbour Entrance widening from 5000 to 9200 TEU vessels  

• Relocation of South African Air Force to King Shaka International Airport.  

• Clairwood Racecourse and Housewives’ Market social cost. 

• Unknown cost of displacing present economic, social, environmental, tourism activity 

• Bayhead/DIA site Logistics Park/additional traffic congestion and other externality costs 

 

OIL 

• R15 billion to replace SAPREF oil refinery Single Buoy Mooring. 

• A New 555 kilometre, 24 inch, R23.4 billion Gauteng-Durban Multi-Product Pipeline for petrol, 

diesel, jet fuel and start of Island View Terminal (complete 2013/2014) transporting 2.7 billion litres 

of fuel. However due to tender issues, prices have already inflated from original R15.5 billion costs.  

• Opportunity cost of displacing petrochemical complex for Bayhead site/DIA fuel tanks.  
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TRANSPORT (Road, Rail) 

• R43 billion total rail expenditure (R23 billion private sector/R20 billion Transnet funded) for 

Gauteng–Durban Freight Logistics Corridor, Cato Ridge inland rail terminal, Bayhead site 

refurbishment and DIA site railway link.  

• Includes R8.33 billion modernisation of Transnet Rail infrastructure (R1.2 billion rolling stock).  

• R3.674 billion on road infrastructure arterial construction costs (Table 12). 

 

Total Durban Port and Associated Development Stakeholder Identified Projected Benefits 

Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. March 2009, Gigaba March 2014, Transnet January 2014. (Iyer Design Studio 

May 2012, EThekwini Municipality August 2012), 

• The priceless aesthetic, social/community, tourist, recreation value of increasing the seaport 

capacity of Durban. 

• The current port employs at least 50000 people in the shipping community and an estimated10% of 

city formal employment. (Maharaj April 2013).  

• Durban Bay Port Modernisation and DIA site is expected to create a potential 64,000 construction 

linked jobs or more adding a further R24 billion to the KZN economy and 28,000 operational jobs 

(Gigaba 2013).  

• The Current Port provides > R100 billion per year to the local Durban economy for 2.8 million TEU 

of current cargo capacity and 4000 vessels which currently annually spend over R6 billion (Iyer 

Design Studio May 2012). 

• The Durban–Gauteng Corridor is estimated to add R4 billion for local and R6 billion for national 

GDP per year from improved transport/port logistics capability. 

• This Freight Corridor is estimated to add R29 billion for national and R12.5 billion for local GDP 

(Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. March 2009). 

• Total SA private sector’s R140 million modernisation of Island View Terminal, R90 million for Total’s 

oil fuel depot and BP’s upgrading of SAPREF oil refinery to Euro V standards (R2.5 billion) should 

lower pollution externality costs. The private sector will pay R91 million to clean up pollution 

contamination at the SAPREF refinery. 
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• The future port is expected to contribute R56 billion per year from port and cargo dues, customs 

dues, increases in employment, port related expenditure and value adding from the local economy 

in addition to taxes, improved efficiency and lower emissions by 2033 (reflecting a fivefold capacity 

increase to 12 million TEU for projected demand and supply). 

However, from a cost perspective, Transnet could choose to benefit through incorporating existing Airport 

workshops, parking, petroleum storage tanks, warehouses etc. wherever possible rather than incurring the 

time, fiscal, noise and environmental costs of situating these elsewhere. 

 

Phase 1: Enhancing Durban Bay Efficiency/Capacity Costs.  

The financial cost of enhancing existing port capacity and efficiency equals R33 billion, allocated and 

financed by Transnet to improve port capacity to its maximum limit of handling 4.9 million TEU. 

(Transnet Port Terminals November 2013 for all cost estimates). 

• R6.3 billion of this improves Pier 1 with Salisbury Island deepwater berths and dredging. 

• R5.6 billion to Pier 2, new cranes and berths 203-205 widening.  

• R44 million to upgrade Durban Container Terminal (DCT). 

• R502 million for 7 assembled tandem-lift ship-to-shore cranes plus R89 million associated cargo 

infrastructure. 

• R894 million for DCT, Point and Maydon Wharf Cargo Handling Equipment upgrades. 
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Phase 2: The DIA Site (4.3) Transnet Port Terminals November 2013 for all cost estimates. 

 

 
 

The port costs (Transnet Port Terminals November 2013 for all cost estimates), for constructing the 

proposed DIA dugout port site include:   

• R75-100 billion in total construction, employment, land, impact, opportunity and direct port-related 

costs until 2040.  

•  A R1.8 billion property acquisition cost. 

• Phase 1 activity costs for the first block of four berths (Figure X) including R5 billion in terminal 

equipment, R2 billion terminal infrastructure, R7 billion dredging etc and unknown for Phases 2+. 

• Acquisition cost of 31 additional site properties necessary to physically construct the port. 

• Although Isipingo Beach and Clairwood will be retained, their tourism and community value are 

likely to be marginalised by the proposed port. 
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Economically, the DIA site is justifiable to satisfy a predicted 12.6 million TEU by 2033 from a 

commercial shipping viewpoint. As Figure X shows from a provincial macroeconomic perspective, 

hypothetical economic port expansion advantages include a total projected 63586 new jobs, a R23.8 billion 

increase in household income and R117.87 billion in new business sales forecast, (provided these targets 

are sustainable) based on Transnet/provincial government estimates, cited by former Public Enterprises 

Minister Malusi Gigaba (March 2013). As 1.1 clarified, improved DIA’s proposed design efficiency could 

further increase Durban’s cost competitiveness globally for 4000 or more vessels yearly e.g. lowering the 

total voyage port cost of $250,000 per Supermax vessel, while improved port efficiency could reduce some 

of the high annual Panamax vessel, terminal handling charges of $275,000 compared to a world average of 

$150,332 (Dyer September 2013).  

There also remain additional unquantifiable social and macroeconomic benefits of saving lives/reducing 

accidents through specialised road freight routes/greater railway capacity, (partially offset against increases 

in health, environmental other costs). In consulting key port users, this research study has identified several 

economic opportunities and costs including additional revenue sources from ship repair/tourism/bunkerage 

and marginal callers, tourism and recreation but this must be offset against the opportunity cost of 

displacing existent port and economic activity such as fishing, tourism and leisure. The community benefit 

from improved road, rail and other infrastructure, services and economic activity increases including the 
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R188 million allocated by the National Port Authority over seven years to remove asbestos 

buildings/improve eight railway lines at King’s Rest Yard. 

 

The Bayhead Site 

  
All proposed layouts will increase the capacity of Durban Bay from a current berth depth of 12.6 m to 

16.5m to further assist post- Panamax vessels in accessing Durban Harbour through its widened entrance 

channel. The hypothetical Transnet Northern Port Layout solution (if demand exceeds DIA projected total 

capacity), involves eradicating ten percent of the existing sandbank, dredging the Bayhead railway 

marshalling yards, Salisbury Island, the Esplanade and Maydon Wharf. However, insufficient projected 

demand exists to justify the proposed economic benefits of an additional 12 berths (3.2 million TEU cargo 

capacity). The adverse impact on existing tourism, fishing and recreational benefits from existing 

community usage and increased traffic congestion on existing road and rail infrastructure of these sites 

represent further opportunity costs. These costs exclude the R9.6 billion financial cost and R749 million 

environmental cost (per year) from the loss of mangroves, sandbank etc excluding the impact of climate 

change and biodiversity loss (TEMPI 2006) predicted by Ross for 2010 price levels (For 2014 it is 

significantly higher).  Freightliner Association (May 2013) estimated that a mere three more vessels on a 

sustained monthly basis need 24000 TEU of stacking space, congesting existing port/transport 

infrastructure further.  

 

However, these total benefits must be offset against adverse pollution, traffic, health problems,  

environmental, traffic, transport and economic implications for the current port, the proposed DIA and 

Bayhead sites, which has resulted in grass roots civil society non-governmental organizations, 

environmentalists and the local community indicating their considerable opposition to this proposed port 

development.   The environment cannot withstand a further loss according to consulted environmental 

activists and academics. (TEMPI 2006 estimates include a loss of 100% sea grass, 94% of bird species, 

97% of mangroves and 57% of water area).  Recent 2011 floods alone caused an estimated R10 billion 

damage to Durban coastal based property (Bond and SDCEA January 2014).  
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5.4 Environmental Consequences of Durban’s Port Development 

 

Image IV: Durban’s Port Environment (Ross August 2010). 

Whether expanding or enhancing existing port efficiency and associated development/industry, certain 

adverse environmental consequences (summarised here) exist in modifying Durban Bay’s current 

ecosystem, including the impact on sandbanks and mangroves (Image VI), but also through the future DIA 

site proposed port options. Chart VIII illustrates the ecologically sensitive topography for the affected 

Durban port and city areas. 5.7 identifies these as concerns raised by key port users during this research. 

This subchapter outlines some hypothetical recommendations offered by key port users to potentially 

lower pollution externality costs through improved operational, planning, service and infrastructure 

efficiency. This aims to further enhance the ecological and economic sustainability of current and future 

port developments. Prioritising eco-efficient vessels and port facilities plus rail infrastructure over road 

freight (5.5) at the current and future ports could further reduce externality costs compared to more 

polluting alternatives. However, projected increases in port user demand, increasing the expected number 

and size of port callers and associated ecological costs, will partially offset any reduced externality benefits 

from more eco-efficient vessel entrants.  
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CHART VIII: Environmental Topography of Durban (Iyer Design Studio May 2012.) 
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Academic Stakeholder Identified Ecological Advantages of Durban’s Port Development 

(4.3-4.5) include: 

➢ Upgrading SAPREF/Island View oil refineries and Transnet’s New Multi-Product pipeline 

➢ A possible moving of the oil petrochemical complex and investments in energy efficient, pump 

stations, technology and infrastructure modernisation to reduce pollution leaks, road-based fuel 

tanker numbers, emissions and transport costs.   

➢ DIA port dredging may affect prevailing winds meteorologically, possibly assisting to disperse 

South Coast related stench externalities. (UKZN interviews 2014)  

 

Stakeholder Identified Ecological Disadvantages of the Proposed Port Include: 

 

Air/Water/Soil Pollution 

 

 

Wildlife/Biodiversity Conservation: 

Durban’s existing Bay and Harbour, including the Bayhead expansion, also serves as a carbon emission 

dispersal sink. It is one of only three South African estuarine habitats (the only KwaZulu Natal coastal 

protected ecosystem). Therefore at least 50% of affected grasslands and water sources have to be 

conserved in the DIA/Back of Port sites for hydrographical, ecological, flooding and climate change 
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mitigation reasons. As a Bonn Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals 

signatory, South Africa faces international as well as domestic legal obligations to preserve the 14% 

remaining tidal flats and 1500 hectares (19% total surrounding area) of natural vegetation (Happy Valley 

Swamp, Wentworth Bush, Isipingo Estuary, Bayhead Mangroves and Treasure Beach Grasslands). 

However, Transnet Port Authority and Durban Municipality would win community support and ensure 

ecological stability through wildlife/biodiversity conservation of the following threatened species 

identified through consulting environmental activists, eThekwini Municipality and reports/ media sources 

such as (Iyer Design Studio May 2012, SDCEA January 2014, Harris August 2012 etc). Their 

environmental/economic cost is unquantifiable but significant. 

• 62 migratory avian species 

• 132 total bird species 

• 30 fish and sand prawn species. 

• 9 mammals species  

• 10 reptilian species  

• 65 butterfly species  

• 85  indigenous tree species (five protected under the National Forest Act)  

• 17  exotic tree species 

• 124 indigenous flowering plant species 

• Endangered Fresh water turtle  

 

Clairwood Racecourse, partly sold to develop a Port Logistics Park/part municipal park, threatens the 

following endangered species preserved by KZN Wildlife’s C Plan identified by the provincial Department 

of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs. 

• Centrobolus anulatus (Ringed millipede)  

• Doratogonus cristulatus (millipede) on the Red Data List as a threatened species.  

• Kniphofia pauciflora (miniature red hot poker) extinct on the Red Data List but exists there after 

being specifically reintroduced by KZN Wildlife. 

 

Given the biodiversity uniqueness and the opportunity cost of creating a species’ extinction, it is also 

advised to conserve the world’s last remaining 9 square kilometres sheltering the Bradypodion 

melanocephalum (Black-headed Dwarf chameleon), Spotted Shovel and Pickersgill’s frogs. It is further 

essential to conserve the 15 hectares of mangrove swamp at Bayhead site (3% of the original), along with 
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the last remaining Bay sandbank for Durban Bay environmental stability.  The Department of 

Environmental Affairs’ May 2014 Environmental Impact Assessment, in rejecting increasing capacity for 

three Maydon Wharf berths, defended the sandbank as essential to the future prospects of Durban through 

serving as a habitat, filtering bay water contributing nutrients to biomass, and for tourism, education and 

scientific purposes. Legal noncompliance costs exist in ignoring international and national protection 

(i.e.1998 National Forestry Act (84) Section 12). For the DIA site the port authority could win further 

community support by retaining the existing 16 farmers, allowing sustainable fishing, tourism and 

recreational access to the new port and ensuring a buffer zone preserving Isipingo Beach, the grasslands, 

dunes and other areas not essential to the port expansion.   

 

Climate Change 

For the affected 650 acres of the proposed DIA site port and Back-of-Port suburbs, this port expansion has 

significant environmental implications, threatening the potential sustainability and survival of the port 

development process. Isipingo Beach faces dune erosion while the proposed breakwater needs to be 

configured to minimise the flooding impact of a projected 2-6 metre sea level rise from global 

warming/climate change along with disturbed ocean currents (SDCEA September 2013) if the following 

are not considered in its optimal port design. Modifications to the natural shoreline via breakwaters etc 

have the potential to disrupt oceanic current, sediment flows, tides, winds and aquatic species unless 

specifically adapted (UKZN Department of Civil Engineering 2014). This paper proposes leaving a DIA 

site buffer wetland zone to protect the dugout port from flooding, increased wave action, storm damage 

and avoid erosion costs from vessels using the channel. As with the sandbank above, projected port 

demand increases do not validate potential berth additions and increased port access from its removal.  

Recommendations 

Transnet and other international port authorities, in enacting the optimal 21st century port design, need to 

consider effective ballast water disposal facilities and waste disposal from port activities/ construction for 

all port development projects to minimise ecological degradation (Lam and Notteboom 2012). To 

minimise water and soil pollution Transnet, Durban and constructors need to preserve threatened water 

sources (Table 17), to avoid further contamination in its construction and planning for the 1.5 kilometre 

long, 20 metre deep channel between the Umlazi and Isipingo rivers from hydrocarbons etc. and in 

disposing of 70 million cubic metres of dredged soil (SDCEA February 2014) avoiding excess channel 

sediment. To reduce the social, health, economic, environmental and opportunity costs of this port’s 
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expansion vessels, industry and other port stakeholders need to reduce the following existing 

environmental hazards of effluent discharge and other pollution.   

 

• Agricultural and Industrial pollution – pesticides, ammonia, lead, zinc and lithium etc.  

• Air pollution from over 180 factories creates a high child leukaemia infection rate in Merewent, 24 

times than the SA average, and the world’s highest asthma rate.  

• 80% of Durban Beach’s water tested in 2013 failed SA Quality Guidelines. 

• Oil/Petrochemical pollutant dumping from refineries (SAPREF to spend R91 million on clean-up) 

plus hydrogen fluoride/sulphide emissions. 

• Isipingo estuary’s world record high HCH (hexachlorocyclohexane). 

• Preventing the Chrome pollution in Merebank, leaked from the Bayer factory, present under 34 

houses (SDCEA February 2014.) 

 

Durban Municipality could heed the following environmental-based recommendations 

• Upgrading Merewent and other sewerage treatment facilities to prevent Bay ecosystem 

contamination. 

• Adding storm bunds to preserve ecological catchment areas. 

• Enforcing the Polluter Pays Principle – ensure industry clear contaminated land. 

• Preserving natural river banks and canalization – securing river systems as a recreation zone. 

• Upgrading state or enforcing private maintenance of DIA/other underground fuel tanks. 

• Ensure trucks dispose of wastewater used for cleaning properly. 

 

Recommendations 

The following international port measures to minimise environmental, health and financial costs of port 

expansions on the local environment and port community are recommended for Durban’s port 

development process (Table 18). 
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To favour more eco-efficient port users and marginal callers and to finance the above proposals, the 

municipality/port authority could adopt the following 13 tools, as set out in Table 19 below, that are 

commonly utilised by other port authorities. This might persuade more port users to perceive the value of 

further port developments for Durban, if the related social and environmental costs are discouraged 

through pricing incentive mechanisms. 
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Table 19: Ecological Pricing Solutions. (Modified Lam and Notteboom 2012) 
Tool Types Penalty Pricing Incentive Pricing Monitoring and 

measuring 
Market Access Control 
and Environmental 
Standard Regulation 

Ship’s Traffic Surcharge to docking 
fees 
 
-Fines on vessel/ port 
user emissions/ 
marine oil/ pollution 
spill 
 
As in MARPOL, SIN, 
SHA 

Ships meeting 
Environmental Ship 
Index scores receive 
discount on GT 
 
Eco-efficient vessels 
could receive a 
reduction in port 
dues 

Ship 
Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions 
 
All submit 
sustainability 
report – 
Antwerp. 

Sulphur fuel/ greenhouse 
Gas emissions cap 
e.g. Marpol IV, SIN –
Singapore Regulations, 
SHA –China Regulations 
 
Regulation on oil 
pollution casualties e.g. 
IMO Intervention 
Convention 69 
 
- regulation on pollution 
to marine environment 
by vessels 
 Include in a co-signed 
agreement between 
shippers, terminal 
operators and port 
authority e.g. Rotterdam. 

Cargo handling 
and stowage 

e.g. MARPOL, SIN, 
SHA 

Crane, vehicle and 
other equipment 
conditions, eco-fuel, 
renewable energy 
powered –part of 
ANT/ sustainability 
report 

Monitoring and 
analysis of 
policy 
developments 
i.e. using AN/ 
Sustainability 
Report 

- Cargo handling 
vehicles with sulphur fuel 
limits 
e.g. Rotterdam. 
- Terminal concession 
criterion on sustainability 
e.g. Amsterdam 
 
- Regulated operation 
activities 

Intermodal 
connections 

Fines and penalty 
delays for non-
compliance using 
road not rail or 
ecologically 
sustainable vessels/ 
processes/transport 

  Agreement on Modal 
Shift 
 
Agreement between port 
authority and service 
providers/port users 

Industrial Activities Fines on pollution 
damage to the marine 
environment by 
dumping etc 

Fiscal incentives –
state, city or port to 
companies that carry 
out energy audits 
and sustainability 
reports 
 
- further fiscal 
incentives to those 
endorsing renewable 

- Quality of dock 
water 
 
- Oxygen and 
nutrient 
concentration 
monitoring 
 
- Port 
Authority/User 

CO2 emission reduction 
e.g. Rotterdam Climate 
Initiative. 
 
Regulation on Marine 
pollution e.g. Marpol 
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energy/ reduce 
dumping/ lower 
pollution etc 

Sustainability 
Report 

Port Expansion Fines/contract 
cancellation of firms 
involved in 
constructing/operating 
including shipping 
that create 
environmental 
damage/lack eco-
sustainability 
 
e.g. China 
Regulations 

- Ecological port 
design and 
construction 
following 
international 
examples e.g. 
Melbourne, 
Singapore. 

Regulation on firms 
involved/port users/ 
community to minimise 
externality e.g. Antwerp 
Flemish Port Decree. 

 

 

5.5: Transport and Traffic Consequences of Durban’s Port Development  

To evaluate if Durban’s port expansion is really necessary, this paper summarises several linked road and 

rail, transport infrastructure improvements (Table 14 and Figure XI), traffic consequences, constraints to 

enhancing existing rail efficiency and road externality costs. It provides potential 

solutions/recommendations sourced from research and interviewing the port community directly, to 

constraints and concerns raised by affected port parties.  
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Figure XI: Durban Transport Development Overview: (Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. 2009.)   
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In order to be feasible and sustainable, Durban’s Port Developments would require the provision of 

sufficient transport capacity to provide for an over-optimistic projected expansion of cargo throughput/port 

demand from 9 million to 12 million TEU’s. Based on Transnet’s port consultant estimates (Graham 

Muller) from a 123% road traffic growth, Table 20 demonstrates significant potential congestion, time, 

emissions and other economic cost disadvantages of this proposed port development. Despite a 220% 

increase in rail capacity, currently planned railway investment is only projected to satisfy 690 truck-related 

million tons per annum cargo traffic growth out of a total 1927 million tons per annum traffic growth 

(2011- 2041). Despite being less efficient with fewer potential economies of scale plus higher financial and 

externality costs, forthcoming road investments are heavily overinvested and over-prioritised by Durban 

Municipality and Transnet. Prioritising the following recommendations may assist in reducing these high 

costs, plus traffic and transport consequences, currently experienced by the port and local community as 

further constraints to potential growth. These could further ensure that Durban Bay and DIA port 

rehabilitation/extension is really necessary and desired for Durban, to consider for all port expansion 

projects facing similar constraints. 

 

Stakeholder Identified Recommendations 

As Foolchand (2006) and concerned key port users have frequently counselled, rail modernisation provides 

an environmentally and economically efficacious solution. Transnet’s own 2013 Annual Report identifies 

this for 1000 tonnes of container traffic (Durban to Johannesburg) creating 19.68 tonnes of CO2 emissions 

(41.33 tons lower than the equivalent by road), plus lower accidents, road maintenance and traffic 

congestion costs.  Interviewing commerce produced average estimates of R2000 per day per truck in 

delay/opportunity costs of client dissatisfaction. Multiplied per year and per estimated 8000 port-related 

trucks per day (EThekwini Municipality August 2012) for the next 100 years, equates to approximately 

R58.4 billion excluding shipping and economic opportunity/congestion/externality costs.  This would 
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further justify the extent to which it is better to modernise existing efficiency of Durban/other port’s rail 

capacity  projected to cost only R43 billion below, before undertaking the financial and other opportunity 

costs of investing in proposed road extensions (Table 12). Transnet Freight Terminals have partially 

resolved this by the following DIA and existing Harbour Rail Modernisation Programme (Civil 

Engineering 2010/Transnet 2014) to further improve upon port user identified productivity measures 

summarised in Table 21, limiting further expanded rail utilisation opportunities.  This further affirms that 

with lower user costs and greater economies of scale. it is preferable and possible to focus on enhancing 

existing efficiency to a degree, rather than automatically physically expanding a seaport. 

 

• R43 billion total rail expenditure (R23 billion private sector, R20 billion Transnet funded) for 

Gauteng-Durban Freight Logistics Corridor, Cato Ridge inland rail terminal, Bayhead site 

refurbishment and DIA site railway link.  

• This includes R1.2 billion for rolling stock upgrades. 

• R 8.5 billion of this is scheduled for Durban Port Area expansion upgrades (from 180 to 234 

million tons per year (2010-2015). 

• R1 billion on 200 new locomotives (increase of a l5 year average life expectancy and 20% traction 

capacity for each) (Foolchand 2006).  

 

(All cost estimates sourced Transnet January 2014 Report) 
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Proposed Resolution of Stakeholder Identified Rail Constraints 

Apart from improving certain rail productivity measures (Table 21), identified rail constraints to existing 

port efficiency that could be resolved to optimise rail capacity include: 

➢ Greater utilisation of the dormant Bayhead/Mobeni railway marshalling yards 

➢ Expanding train numbers from 17 per day (the 1980’s had over 30 without refurbishing rail 

infrastructure) (Self source/Foolchand March 2006) 

➢ Electrification not diesel. 

➢ Improving shunting, yard handling and communication 

➢  Increasing carriage numbers over a current maximum average of 50.  

➢ Additional lines and rail overpasses for all cargo terminals in Durban (extending current rail 

capacity from an average 200,000 to 400,000 tons per year each.) 

➢ Increasing speed, adding railway efficiency enhancing pricing incentives. 

➢  A centralised container booking system. 

➢  Electronic tagging for reliability and security. 

➢ Expand port terminal stacking space provisions. 

➢ Synchronisation with cargo and marine infrastructure and services, the port authority and 

Customs/Excise to reduce superfluous duplication of paperwork.  

 

In addition, Transnet Freight Rail, shippers, freight forwarders and transport providers could consolidate 

rail freight services with trucks at inland terminals, improving port access by improving cargo handling 

and terminal productivity and synchronising joint train-port payment, clearance and inspection processes 

to minimise port clearance time, congestion and delayed cargo user costs for each port area. Transnet and 

the private sector could utilise other suggestions identified by key port users to improve rail efficiency and 

productivity.  Both trucks and trains could avoid idle rail/road capacity by penalising inefficient users with 

congestion pricing charges and offering discount incentives to more productive port stakeholders. Transnet 

Freight Rail could offer thorough provision of a 24 hour daily, streamlined service to match terminal 

opening hours (rather than from 8am to 6 pm), reducing congestion and other costs on existing and future 

transport links. They could aim to address requirements of cost-efficiency, equity (user pays principle) 

optimal rail performance, punctuality, reliability, security, flexibility and competitiveness (Access 

Economics/Maunsell Australia 2003).  
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Road Externality Costs and Solutions 

Insufficient seaport demand exists to economically validate this port expansion to the extent proposed. 

Converting the Bayhead railway site to maximise rail capacity and throughput away from a 20% rail 80% 

road percentage share of cargo distribution to a technically feasible 73% rail by 2041 (Transnet July 2013), 

would have the following  economic, road maintenance (from additional vehicle pressure), environmental 

(noise, vibration, vehicle emissions air, water and soil pollution), congestion, stress, health and social 

benefits of reducing road user costs of extensive traffic from a predicted port area hourly average of 600 in 

2013 to 8300 by 2041 (Iyer Design Studio 2012).  Further costs include traffic deaths (7000 in 2013 alone) 

(SDCEA January 2014), especially for historic suburbs facing restricted vehicle access such as Clairwood, 

designed originally for residential purposes rather than the proposed logistics/commercial rezoning.  

In recognition of these costs and certain geophysical limits to extending rail capacity for Durban’s existing 

and future DIA/Bayhead sites, Durban municipality, Transnet and the state have proposed infrastructure 

extensions (see Table 12, above), Maydon Wharf and Terminal truck staging areas, truck call in systems, a 

truck collection point for peak seasons and specialised freight routes (Table 22) as partial 

congestion/traffic reducing solutions. However existing suburbs indicate significant current traffic 

congestions, accidents and other problems especially for Jacobs, the residential Bluff and others, lowering 

residential property values. Potential for alleviating congestion has been suggested inland at Cato Ridge 

but remains a speculative possibility given Customs require clearance only through specified seaport 

points of entry, constraining cargo to Durban’s port.    
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Table 22: Specialised Freight Routes (Muller, Smith, Sessions et al. 2009) 

 

5.6: Economic Consequences of Durban’s Port Development 

Historically the economic consequences of Durban’s current port, as the nexus of its marine based 

economy, are self-evident. Without the port, neither the city nor the KwaZulu-Natal provincial economy 

would exist. Its modernisation and extension are recognised as necessary to the future of Durban, with 

significant prospects through expanding opportunities consistent with Durban’s 2012 Integrated 

Development Plan: “Improving our city’s port and logistics infrastructure will ensure that we maximise 

the opportunities presented by the port’s existence and other enterprises to partner us in increasing 

economic opportunities. The port and its environs is the greatest, most consistent and sustainable job-

creation source at present.”  
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Prioritising investment in modernising Durban’s ports and shipping over alternative forms of transport 

(road, rail or air), is further justified as the most environmentally and economically sustainable solution to 

existing transport infrastructure constraints. Sea transport produces lower average emissions output and 

greater economies of scale per vessel, especially from the DIA proposed dugout port designed to enable 

vessels of post-Panamax dimensions to fully utilise their capacity. The port may also be considered by 

many affected parties as a preferable catalyst for economic development, to targeting reindustrialisation as 

an opportunity cost policy alternative of rejecting the port, with far lower externality costs.  In providing 

the port capacity to manage imports/exports of the proposed Gauteng-Durban Freight Corridor, Durban’s 

current and proposed DIA port developments complement the KZN Development Plan and the National 

Economy’s second most strategically important infrastructure project after the Gauteng-Richards Bay 

pipeline. It also has the further advantage of assisting South Africa’s only port operator, constructor and 

landlord authority TRANSNET to potentially achieve the following objectives (Transnet April 2007), to 

lower port user/logistics costs. 

 

 

In considering the extent to which the port should prioritise enhancing current port capacity (as with any 

port improvement and expansion project), economic consequences include assisting port users facing low 
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market freight rates (and hence lower user-end costs) from the 2008 global recession, to recover 

commercially. From a shipping perspective, vessels will theoretically pay lower port dues, crew, fuel, food 

and maintenance costs (offset by higher port activity for authorities’ revenue) from increased efficiency.  

The port community gains from an increasingly competitive Durban port capable of lower freight costs 

(lower import prices) from allowing larger, safer, more fuel and eco-efficient Marpol Convention vessels 

port access and prioritising rail capacity over road. These produce economies of scale advantages creating 

lower transport, emissions, externality, time, fiscal and delay/opportunity costs per ton and lowering user 

costs from direct improvements in port potential performance and port functions (5.9). Examples include 

lower vessel/transport turnaround and port/customs clearance times, addressing various constraints to 

optimising existing efficiency (5.7) and port community concerns cost-efficaciously. 

 

Even through enhancing existing port capacity, Durban’s current port is constrained to a maximum 4.9 

million TEU per year for containerised cargo. The proposed dugout port will enable additional growth and 

reduce port congestion costs along with evident potential economic benefits of increasing expenditure, 

trade and port revenue for the provincial and local Durban economy, national GDP growth and 

employment in alignment with South Africa’s ASGI-SA (Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative). Iyer 

Design Studio (May 2012) pointed out that for the South African Citrus Growers’ Association alone, prior 

to Transnet renovating its cargo handling equipment, an average 12 hour delay cost over R105 million (out 

of R4 billion exports) per season. Delaying 20000 trucks adds significantly to port congestion, finance, 

opportunity and externality costs.  

 

The port development may create the costs and benefits outlined above. DIA port site extension 

opportunities include macroeconomic regeneration through additional increases in employment and 

expenditure, further lowering poverty for South Durban Basin’s community following the North Coast 

displacement of the airport to King Shaka and the currently unutilised existing site. Economic advantages 

include those from the upgrading of port, transport and logistics infrastructure and services along with 

related employment, investment and expenditure aiding port users, the local maritime economy, tourism 

and community.  There is no empirical evidence though that any affected zone – Durban Bay 

modernisation, the DIA dugout port, or the South Durban Basin – will experience displacement of existing 

economic activity, provided that agrarian concerns are resolved in providing continuing occupation for the 

16 farmers currently dependent. EThekwini Municipality is proposing the rezoning of Clairwood to a 

logistics zone, but this is being actively challenged by its residents who prefer to preserve their historic 

home. However they and residents in other South Durban Basin areas, e.g. The Bluff, and throughout the 

South Coast will experience higher property values from the port’s existence and surrounding logistics hub 
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to further benefit the local community, as logistics provide greater economic value than residential 

suburbs/a non-functioning airport.  

 

Economic/Tourism Opportunity Recommendations 

The current and DIA site extension phases have increased commercial potential to be internationally cost 

competitive in targeting additional strategic port callers, in providing additional ship repair yard facilities, 

(given enough marketing) as sufficient demand exists from the physical hazard of the Namibian-South 

African Coastline. In addition, locational advantages exist from proximity to the globally commercially 

strategic Cape route and insignificant African repair and general port competition in South Africa, Africa 

and the Southern Hemisphere. Repair opportunities exist for Durban with either shallow port access/poor 

facilities or a lack of complementary skills in Walvis Bay, Mombasa, Diego Suarez, Lobito, Lagos and 

others. However, existing Bayhead repair yard port facilities need improving and investing in additional 

infrastructure for vessels with greater than 3000 containers/larger dry-bulk carriers, while the private-

public cargo handling and terminal storage interface needs synchronisation to reduce user costs. As 

existing ship-repair (and residual shipbuilding) yards currently provide R300 million and over 900 jobs to 

the local economy (Osman 2012), this further justifies the extent to which Durban’s port efficiency and 

expansion programme is necessary economically, with little related opportunity cost.  

• From a tourism perspective, it is advised that Transnet (or any designated landlord/port authority) preserve 

the existing character of an existing city e.g. Wilson’s Wharf, the Esplanade and recreation of Bayhead 

plus grasslands and dunes of Reunion’s site to retain community support.  

• It is recommended that the harbour railway offer passenger services for tourists and key port users, not 

constrained to freight. 

•  For the proposed dugout DIA port, additional employment and recreational opportunities (plus additional 

port authority revenue) could be created through adding commercial wharfs with restaurants and shops for 

vessel crews, local residents and tourists as in Melbourne, Rio and other ports. These services would be 

patronised if provided, as people derive enjoyment from physical proximity to a port.  

•  The cruise terminal and associated infrastructure could be modernised and extended to cater for greater 

passenger/vessel flows for further prospective macroeconomic possibilities.  

• Although the community oppose the proposed DIA port development in reducing the residential value of 

historic Clairwood/South Durban Basin, all existing places of heritage, worship and social recreation as 

well as residential property rights will be conserved by the city, protected under the Constitution and 

National legislation. 
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In conclusion, the addition of a second Durban port/current port modernisation may attract larger but more 

eco-efficient vessels, fewer in numbers with lower associated emissions costs per vessel visit than current 

users. Modernising the oil refineries further reduces associated pollutants discharged. Durban’s port 

development further offers the most cost-efficacious chance given current port constraints to address 

adverse effects – especially in utilising port user requirements and solutions enhancing the existing and 

future Durban and other ports. These provide guidelines in creating the ultimate port planning design. 

Increased efficiency will lower user, congestion and externality costs and increase existing port function 

utilisation rather than investing in expanding superfluous port capacity. Without Durban’s proposed port 

and associated investments in public and port infrastructure, the pipeline, railway, refineries, terminal 

improvements financed by Transnet subsidiary and private capital and loans rather than taxpayers, these 

economic opportunities would be denied. 

 

5.7: Interview Aggregated Summaries of Standardised Stakeholder Requirements and 

Concerns  

As Figure XII and the literature review in Chapter 2 indicate, seaports are complicated with myriad 

purposes that need to be addressed simultaneously: both in modernising existing capacity and in physically 

enhancing future capacity. In planning the optimal seaport and in achieving these aims, this research 

argues designs should target the economic criteria of productive efficiency – maximising 

throughput/activity/capacity with the most cost-efficacious inputs, involving the fewest possible port 

resources. Designs need to focus on allocative efficiency – those port functions/facilities and services most 

demanded/required by stakeholders are those produced. This assists in answering Key Research Objective 

IV: Is it possible to standardise a set of stakeholder requirements criteria in creating and upgrading 

a port for key affected port users theoretically through literature, empirically and utilising their 

input directly via structured interviews in this proposed model of port planning, to evaluate each 

policy when configuring optimal port performance? 
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Additionally, in determining the extent to which a port modernisation or extension project is really 

necessary, it is essential to determine the extent to which a port’s existing and projected layout, facilities 

and design satisfy strategic port user, local community and occasional caller requirements. This approach 

proposes that it is possible for a port, in identifying concerns/constraints and implementing solutions, to 

establish a more economical, pragmatic, productive and efficient port configuration that avoids duplication 

of superfluous facilities and associated externality costs, for both current and future port development 

phases (Brooks, Schellinck and Pallis 2011).  Direct port user consultation for Durban’s proposed port 

development established stakeholder concerns (Table 23) that need to be resolved to minimise negative 

externality costs, while maximising seaport benefits for any port expansion or efficiency improving 

process. It also produced user requirements (Table 24) justified in 2.7. 
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All port users consulted require that Durban and other leading seaports meet the requirements summarised 

in Table 24 above as their devised solutions to present constraints in existing and future port 

developments, when either improving existing port efficiency or physically expanding capacity, through a 

proposed additional port. Endorsing these not only increases Durban’s port capacity/activity but creates a 

cost-efficacious, environmentally sustainable, reliable and productive port that is also internationally 

competitive. Facilities need to be consistently upgraded wherever possible to enhance port potential, 

minimising port time externality, congestion and user costs, while maximising vessel numbers/throughput. 

Port users also require concerns to be resolved and the preservation of existing and future access/provision 

of certain port facilities to maximise benefits. They desire certainty that they will not lose any 

requirements in any port development – especially that the port will not lose efficiency or be adversely 

affected by any improvements/modifications. The DIA port expansion/current modernisation process will 

be economically valid if it improves the commercial prospects of Durban’s maritime and municipal 

economy. It will prove itself where user and community benefits exceed displacement, opportunity and 

other costs and the degree to which stakeholder identified port requirements and concerns are addressed. 

These outlined requirements could provide potential insight into the following key questions to ascertain 

whether a proposed port expansion is really necessary… 

I: How does one optimise efficiency from the perspective of key port users? 

II: What do port stakeholders, strategic callers and the local community etc desire in a port – are they 

compatible? How do they perceive/value a port? 

III: How can we get optimal port performance and productivity to Pareto and economically efficient 

levels? What improvements exist? 

IV: Are there any solutions? Are the existing arrangements and layout better than the proposed alternative? 

Are they feasible?  

 

 

5.8: Identifying Potential Stakeholder Constraints to Optimising Existing/Future Port 

Potential  

This section seeks to bring into sharper focus Key Research Objective II: Should it and can existing port 

efficiency and productivity be improved, as a preferable policy alternative for Durban or any port 

development? In establishing an efficient and economical port design for Durban and others, this section 
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recognises that port expansion projects are often justifiable and necessary to some extent. By identifying 

and summarising various constraints to optimising existing port capacity, activity, productivity and 

efficiency to mitigate/resolve in future port extension phases, these establish a possible basis for Research 

Objective V: What are the various constraints to optimising existing port efficiency and 

performance? 

In identifying constraints and potential measures, summarised below, to assess the degree of port activity, 

productivity and efficiency in Chapter 3, this may aid proposed investments in existing port 

functions/services, increase cargo throughput and improve port sustainability, productivity and 

competitiveness. These may provide some guidelines to mitigate increased port user costs, (including 

externalities), to alleviate existing port congestion, the opportunity costs of underprovision or 

underutilisation of port facilities, loss of port revenue and significant loss of economic activity to Durban’s 

international port competitors such as Walvis Bay, Maputo, Luanda, Dar-es-Salaam and Mombasa. These 

guidelines may assist in comparing international ports (Chapter 6) to each other, to determine the extent to 

which additional investments in physical port expansions, further equipment, infrastructure and layout are 

necessary for a port such as Durban. From a cost-benefit, optimal port planning design, research and port 

user perspective, consultation continues to affirm that it is always preferable to enhance existing port 

efficiency and performance to its maximum potential, wherever possible.  

 

From a shipping and community perspective, any port including Durban faces constraints (Table 25). All 

have the potential to become more internationally competitive and effective once these specific exogenous 

and endogenous constraints (AIVP 2011/consulting key port users) that create current Durban or any port 

underperformance are addressed to increase throughput, efficiency and productivity. Therefore, as with 

most port expansion projects, Durban’s proposed dugout port extension will not be necessary to the extent 

proposed by Transnet for the DIA and Bayhead sites. Specific examples of solvable constraints include 

SARS’s R300 million Customs Modernisation Programme and the 2013 SA Parliament passing of the 

Customs Control and Duty Bills, specifically designed to reduce customs compliance procedures, to 

facilitate trade while simultaneously ensuring the securitisation of the global commercial network, 

summarised in custom modernisation points below, lowering port user costs and significantly augmenting 

port activity through a higher vessel turnover 
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(Source: This Study) 

Customs and Port Authorities have utilised many of these factors to simplify and improve clearance, 

inspection and documentation procedures, extend facilities and opening hours, while improving training, 

punctuality, professionalism, service frequency and quality (Goodger September 2013). For example, 

similar improvements listed in the modernisation points below, have minimised the Average Cargo 

Customs Declaration Time now comparable internationally at 48 hours (Nautillus February 2014). 

Maximising throughput with minimal resources is achievable for the dugout port but is conditional on 

establishing the same facility provision and layout in the DIA site, eliminating existing observed customs 

constraints to improve current efficiency, rather than focussing on expanding subsequent customs 

facilities. Increased use of automation, information technology, the Single Window Concept and 

Authorised Economic Operators would improve the performance of the road, rail, public and private 
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terminal operators and the port authority Transnet, allowing increased throughput at marginal additional 

cost. 

 

Durban/South Africa Customs Modernisation Points (Goodger February 2013, Dyer September 

2013). 

➢ Investment of R300 million in extending and modernising customs facilities, removing potential 

constraints to trade facilitation. 

➢ Single Window Concept: Submit Data electronically to a single Customs rather than multiple 

state authorities. 

➢ Authorised Economic Operator/Preferential Trader Programme. Regular Durban port users 

can minimise customs compliance procedures by adopting voluntary, self-regulating security and 

customs standards. 

➢ Electronic Data Interchange: Utilising SAFE to provide an electronic cargo declaration, where 

all customs data is submitted and processed in advanced electronically to minimise Average 

Customs Clearance Processing Time. 

➢ Harmonisation and simplification of customs procedures to be globally competitive, endorsing the 

Revised Kyoto, Johannesburg and Nairobi Conventions to achieve international security and trade 

facilitation standards. 

➢ Endorsing the Arusha Declaration of Improving Customs Integrity through training Customs staff 

to be more principled and capable. 

 

Planning constraints from consulting key port users, include:  

• Not adjusting DIA and Bayhead site capacity to additional economic and port activity/traffic 

growth incurred during construction and allowing sufficient reserve capacity for port 

demand/function or supply fluctuations (Alderton 1995). 

• Cargo and marine infrastructure and services along with storage and road/rail access do not 

currently prioritise the most efficient vessels or the most urgent key port users.  

• Vessel cargo stowage, packaging and handling need configuring to optimise existing and future 

improvements in equipment, labour, operations, maintenance, transport and storage. Efficient 

utilisation lowers costs to port users and to authorities, reducing the need to invest in additional 

capacity, in alignment with projected demand and supply.  

• Other constraints that stakeholders for Durban and other ports have identified include poor 

maintenance, insufficient staff, insufficiently regular maintenance practices, inventory supplies 
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and inadequate equipment upgrading for existing civic and port infrastructure causing limits to 

port usage: including stormwater drains, electricity substations, water and oil pumps/pipelines etc. 

raising port user costs.  

 

Apart from these constraints to enhancing existing port performance, along with others identified in 

2.6 that require a port to be modernised or physically expanded, port user identified planning 

constraints include synchronising existing port functions, facilities and services with future ones 

(including customs, the port authority along with integration with transport links and the surrounding 

maritime economy). They include the challenges of financing these port performance improvements 

whilst avoiding economically prohibitive port user costs. However, former constraints are being 

reduced.  Durban has prioritised lowering operational efficiency often incurred in ports by Customs 

transit cargo warehouses used for long-term storage, by penalising long customs clearance and cargo 

dwell times to increase port throughput. Transnet have modernised existing cranes, further reducing 

productivity constraints. The DIA and Bayhead sites both provide for sufficient terminal storage 

capacity along with designing berths/storage facilities to specialise to vessel purposes, lowering costs.  

 

In evaluating the port activity and capacity indicators set out in Table 27 below with high 

containerised berth occupancy rates along with projected demand and supply indicating significant 

port congestion, it is evident that Durban’s current port lacks the capability of servicing the 

requirements of vessel callers and its maritime economy without either investing in efficiency 

improvements or expansion, especially investment in rail.  Assessing recommended Durban seaport 

efficiency indicators (Table 27) both against its own 2013 and comparable international targets, helps 

to illustrate the extent to which Durban’s port is inefficient and underutilised for existing capacity.  

 

It is advised to Transnet, Customs, the private shipping sector and other key port users (Appendix II) 

that it is more practical and cost-efficient to review existing marine, cargo, transport and other port 

functions and existing layout (see Table 2, above) to address these various constraints.  These will 

improve potential port performance to achievable comparable international targets of First World 

ports, to resolve the concerns partially illuminated in this research. This may partially justify the R250 

billion in lowering port user costs and externalities invested by Transnet, a concern of many 

community port expansion opponents. Port users will evidently benefit from enhanced existing and 

DIA port performance, increasing profits and lowering costs. Only then is Durban’s proposed DIA 

second port really necessary – although not to the extent proposed in 5.4. 
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In addition Durban’s Port Road to Rail Ratio (Defined 3.9): is currently 4.12:1 (Rosenberg 2013) biased 

towards road. Increasing rail infrastructure investment will reduce it to 3:1 by 2030.  

An additional specific exogenous port constraint/underperformance indicator, affecting all ports includes 

adverse weather. Preventable endogenous constraints include: 

 

• Construction disruptions at Durban’s berth expansion, labour strikes and terminal handling 

equipment failures creating business delay costs and violates charterparty cargo time restrictions. 

Terminal berthing delays cost 22.4 hours in 2013 against a projected 16 hour target (Transnet Port 

Terminals January 2014).   

• Cargo-handling operators lack sufficient morale/incentive, facing weak management planning 

foresight.  

• Imports and exports are discharged at the same container stack. Some are underutilised, while 

others experience congestion constraints (Freightliner Association 2013)  

 

Physically, while the number of vessels may be declining, the actual average Post-Panamax vessel size is 

increasing, creating physical constraints to existing Durban port infrastructure as the overview of berth 

limits in Appendix I reveals. Despite deepening the harbour channel to 16.5 m, current access limits 

vessels to a maximum daytime 330 m length and 12.2m berth depth draft limitations (Appendix I Transnet 

Port Terminals December 2013). The proposed DIA dugout port dredging costs include the challenges of 

disposing 70 million cubic metres of dredged material to disperse, 3.5 million tonnes of rock and 14.5 

million of earth. Dredging the current port would not only create ecological and other costs of removing 

remaining sandbanks and ecosystem already under acute pressure and disturb the yachting, social, tourism 

and recreational amenity value of the current harbour, but also it might create significant loss of economic 

activity and further port congestion and other inefficiency costs from disrupted shipping during 

construction.  

Some of these indicators and constraints will be resolved through the proposed investments in road, rail 

and marine infrastructure, terminal handling equipment, upgraded pipelines and other development aspects 

outlined in 4.3, 4.4 and 5.3. One potential DIA port advantage is that it offers the possibility to satisfy the 

requirements of port users for the twenty first century, including maximising potential site specific 

economies of scale, to integrate into the economic hinterland, existing and future infrastructure and 

utilising the most modern port/shipping technology available identified in 5.9 and Chapter 6. For example, 

Durban’s port will be able to process vessels with a cargo carrying capacity of greater than 15000 TEU’s. 
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In addition, the DIA site chosen has no geological constraints above bedrock. Two quarries also exist as a 

potential rock source within a 13 kilometre radius, reducing construction costs. 

 

 

5.9: Possible Stakeholder Solutions to Improving Existing and Future Port Functions/ 

Layout. 

Previous studies have identified the constraints to enhancing existing port efficiency to lower externality 

and port user costs as a precursor to justifying the need for a port’s expansion. However, this section seeks 

to further cultivate the proposed policy of active stakeholder consultation in determining the most cost-

efficacious and productive seaport design for current and future ports by enquiring of the affected port 

community: Do stakeholders have any solutions for improving existing port efficiency, capacity, layout, 

activity, efficiency, port functions, lowering user/externality costs, maximizing benefits etc?  

 

Possible solutions that have been implemented and recommendations for improving existing and future 

port performance specifically for Durban will be outlined to enhance existing and future harbour 

efficiency. This reduces the need to undertake the more expensive solution of investing in significant and 

costly additional future site expansion equipment, capital, land, infrastructure, services, labour and 

technology. For example, does Transnet really need to purchase additional equipment sufficient to satisfy 

the requirements of the proposed DIA port up to its full 9.6 million TEU supply capacity, when in 2013 

alone it managed to lower Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions costs by 2% (206,540 tons) through improving 

road/rail transport? (Transnet January 2014). 

 

Is the DIA site really the best way forward? Is it cost efficient? Is it practical? In order to justify building 

the scaled down dugout port this research study proposes – with fewer berths/container handling capacity, 

these questions are essential. Stakeholders have already challenged its necessity to an extent, given the 

harbour entrance has already been widened (costing R2.85 billion) to allow access to Post-Panamax Sized 

vessels (Ndlovu 2007) while navigational aids have improved with the Precision Entry Lighting System. 

Increasing the depths of existing berths, (provided it doesn’t affect the natural mangroves/sandbank), is 

advocated as the more cost-efficacious solution, as the temporary opportunity cost of paralysing related 

economic activity and port revenue during construction is far less than investing in the new DIA/Bayhead 

alternative sites. Transnet has already implemented another possible solution to rectify cargo handling 

constraints/labour inefficiency through importing seven new STS (Ship-to-shore) cranes costing R302 
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million - the first in Africa (Steyn July 2013), with an 80 ton load capacity, able to lift two 40 TEU or four 

20 TEU containers simultaneously (but this may threaten vessel stability). 

They have also recently upgraded conveyor belts, forklifts and reach stackers. These all still need to 

recover costs to be profitable. Transnet and the private sector are resolving constraints in improving 

maritime/cargo services (training for pilots/operators etc) and management – through investing in 

education in Maritime Studies (specialising at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban University of 

Technology and Transnet School of Ports.) Transnet are also creating a Pilot Port Operations Centre to 

further synchronise port control with the private sector and expand performance. Truck congestion 

constraints should further be lowered by an electronic Truck Appointment System at Durban Container 

Terminal’s Pier 2, which could eventually be extended to Island View, the Point and other port facilities. 

These, increasing rail capacity and others should further improve efficiency, lowering congestion and 

environmental externality costs, in addition to helping to resolve existing constraints and port user 

concerns to a considerable extent, causing Durban’s existing port underperformance.  

 

Through consulting key port users this study recommends: 

• Avoiding excess sediment dispersal/drilling through the Rapid Optical Screening Tool (ROST) 

method during DIA channel widening. (MPA March 2014). 

• Extending the Authorised Economic Operator Customs incentive scheme to transport 

providers/terminal operators allowing swifter clearance in exchange for adhering to voluntary, 

self-regulated guidelines – increasing port and terminal throughout. 

• Provide reduced cargo/port dues for more efficient vessels and provision of maritime and cargo 

infrastructure and services, plus lower rents for equivalent terminal operators as incentives to 

invest in modernised equipment, technology, labour and management lowering port congestion – 

especially among the private sector. Compensate by penalising those with longer cargo/transport 

dwell/customs clearance times (Dyer November 2013). 

• Containers with lower cargo dwell times could be stacked on top of those facing longer likely 

clearance times.  

• A lower turnover rate of management to encourage greater port experience. 

• Localizing procurement of parts – to further stimulate the economy wherever possible. 

• Although container equipment has been modernised, the port’s other cargo operators have faced 

marginalisation, it is advised to upgrade break-bulk, ro-ro, liquid bulk, fishing, shipyards and 

general cargo facilities. 
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5.10. Assessing the Overall Prospects and Potential of Enhancing Current Durban Harbour 

Efficiency versus the DIA and Bayhead Site Port Expansion Processes 

In considering the potential prospects of Durban’s proposed port developments through  projecting 

potential demand/ supply for the current, DIA and Bayhead site options, this research has found that 

insufficient demand exists to justify the proposed Bayhead site expansion phase. Only enhancing existing 

efficiency will lead to further port economic, congestion and other opportunity costs once natural limits are 

achieved, given the increasing sizes of Post-Panamax vessels and projected increases in economic activity. 

The partial cost-benefit analysis conducted in 5.3 considers that the proposed dugout DIA site is essential 

to the future of Durban as a seaport and maritime economy, with sufficient demand to justify some 

expansion in addition to providing greater illumination into answering Key Research Objective III. What 

are the costs and benefits associated with Durban- the DIA, Bayhead sites and any port development?  

Possible environmental, traffic and transport plus economic consequences of the proposed port 

development were identified in 5.4-5.6.  Section 5.7 identified stakeholder requirements and concerns over 

any port expansion or modernisation project, while 5.8 summarised various constraints to magnifying the 

current Harbour’s potential performance to further develop insight into Research Objectives IV and V. 

Assessing Durban’s current port productivity, activity, efficiency and capacity assessment criteria 

(standardised in Chapter Three), against its own comparable 2013 and equivalent leading international 

targets, demonstrates the significant extent to which existing port performance can be feasibly improved 

further, to consider the extent to which these port development processes address stakeholder requirements 

and issues. 5.9 summarised possible stakeholder solutions to Durban’s historic port underperformance, to 

provide greater perception towards resolving Key Research Objective V. 

Therefore from sufficient projected demand and the proposed benefits exceeding Durban’s inefficiency 

costs from direct stakeholder consultation and projected calculations, this dissertation concludes for the 

Key Research Objectives that it is preferable to enhance existing port capacity up to its maximum 4.9 

million TEU.  The proposed DIA site and associated road, railway and oil pipeline/refinery/logistical 

development is recommended only to the extent that it proves to be economically feasible in optimising 

port layout, efficiency and the number of berths, in terms of cost recovery and is environmentally 

sustainable, satisfying key port user requirements, projected demand, constraints, concerns and solutions 

advocated (including comparable international port), as preferable to industrialisation.  However for the 

Northern Bayhead Site Layout Solution, this dissertation considers that economically, environmentally, 

from a community and key port user perspective, the hypothetical Bayhead site, dugout port construction 
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is not necessary or cost-efficacious as a solution to the constraints, with too high adverse consequences for 

Durban’s future prospects and survival and that Transnet should concentrate on existing port under-

performance. 
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CHAPTER 6: COMPARING DURBAN’S PORT DEVELOPENTS WITH OTHER PORTS 

6.1 Introduction. 

This dissertation chapter seeks to provide greater understanding of Research Objective VII: “How does 

Durban compare and contrast to other international port expansion and modernisation proposals 

such as Melbourne, Mombasa, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore, in the decision to improve existing 

efficiency/undertake a physical port expansion? Are there any international port efficiency, layout 

or other improvements that Durban could implement?” 

 

This chapter will seek to provide some insight towards answering this Research Objective through 

providing an overview of existing port facilities/layout and abbreviated timeline of recent port 

developments for the ports of Melbourne (6.2), Mombasa (6.3), Rio de Janeiro (6.4) and Singapore (6.5). It 

will provide a partial cost-benefit analysis summary of each harbour’s decision to physically 

expand/improve port performance along with the main identified stakeholder constraints and concerns that 

their projects have raised or identified in each port context. It investigates individual seaport’s potential 

solutions to these challenges faced by ports. It recommends that Durban and other seaports incorporate 

them during their current and future port planning, construction and operation phases to optimize port 

design, performance, prospects and profitability. 

 

These and key performance indicators will aid Durban to compare its port development to others, to 

determine whether a harbour expansion is really necessary. Solutions provided aim to further support this 

dissertation’s prime research objective that argues port potential be augmented as a more cost-efficacious 

and pragmatic solution for Durban and other ports rather than physically expanding a port as an automatic 

response by port authorities to challenges facing ports. All key port users (including shipping, the local 

community, the city, government and port authority,) may therefore potentially improve the benefits of 

Durban’s seaport modernisation while lowering potential costs, not just through implementing the 

recommendations found previously by literature and direct stakeholder consultation but those outlined here 

in evaluating other leading current port expansion project examples. Each port was selected for inclusion 

for comparable levels of marine-related economic activity, in the diversity of port functions, challenges 

and concerns, and in undertaking similar expansion projects as potential competitor Southern hemisphere 

ports. Mombasa is included as Africa’s second most significant and most comparable port. Singapore is 

included, as one of the most significant global hub ports and as a leading centre of marine-related 
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economic activity offering Developed World perceptions and solutions along with Melbourne. Rio also 

provides a comparable BRIC case study.  

 

6.2 MELBOURNE:  

Overview of Melbourne Port, its Future Development, Facilities and Layout Improvements  

Melbourne Port is the most significant port in not just the state of Victoria but in Australia, Oceania and 

the Pacific, in terms of general, containerised and automotive based cargo and in sustaining over 15700 

jobs, as a prime Southern hemisphere competitor to Durban. It provides an associated annual, estimated 

$1.8 billion worth of marine-related economic activity to Victoria state plus $950 million to household 

income (Port of Melbourne Corporation December 2013). It provides an estimated income flow of $1 

million on average per each cruise ship caller (Port of Melbourne Corporation December 2013).  The Port 

currently extends over 510 hectares with a 7 kilometre perimeter, consisting of 34 commercial berths. 

However the proposed Webb Dock port expansion layout improvements to extend port capacity will 

transform the city’s, port’s and key dependents’ future as Image X, Chart XIII and Figure XIV below 

illustrate and partially summarise.  
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Timeline of Melbourne’s Port Development (Melbourne Port Corporation February 2014). 

• 1830’s: Establishment of Melbourne’s Port 

• 1877: Melbourne Harbour Trust founded. 

• 1893-1960’s: Construction and usage of Victoria Dock. 

• 1956: Appleton Dock constructed. 

• 1960: Web Dock constructed (Conversion to container terminal 1970’s-1990). 

• 1969: Swanson Container Dock constructed. 

• 2012-2016: Melbourne Port Expansion, Webb Dock development (Figure XIV), plus the Car 

Terminal expansion and container terminal reconversion adding 1 million TEU of container 

handling capacity. 

• 2012/2013: (Environmental Impact Assessment) EIA and other port planning/feasibility studies. 

• 2013: Physical port expansion site excavations involving berth deepening to 13-15 m. 

• October 2013-2014: M1 West Gate Highway/road links constructed. 

• 2014: Harbour bank conservation, wharf, seaport, marine and land function improvements. 
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Figure XIII: (Melbourne Port Corporation February 2014). 

 

The following port facilities will also be improved: 

 

• Upgraded 920 m three-berth Car Terminal to increase handling capacity from 370,000 in 2013 to 

600,000 units annually. The area expands from 16 to 32 hectares, adding On-Dock Pre-Inspection 

Delivery Hub Facilities. 

• M1 Road Link Extension. 

• Efficient and expanded container stacking utilisation (five layers high for visually sensitive areas, 

seven elsewhere). 

• Improving Swanson Container Terminal efficiency further. 
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• Adding a conceptual Buffer Park Zone on Port Land (As Transnet could). 

 

Potential Melbourne Port Expansion Benefits 

❖  An estimated 1100 direct and 1900 indirect port/freight-related jobs plus additional 

expenditure/port revenue from port improvements. 

❖ Improved road/port infrastructure and container handling equipment lowering traffic congestion 

and increasing port competitiveness/lowering user costs as with all significant and equivalent port 

development projects. 

Potential Melbourne Port Expansion Costs (GTA Consultants 2010). 

❖ Financial Direct Expansion Costs of $1.6 billion (non-taxpayer based) 

❖ -$400 million for Car Terminal’s Expansion 

❖ Projected traffic to increase from 5083 vehicles per day to 10355 by 2025 

❖ Dredging and displacing 2.3 million cubic metres of soil. 

 

Stakeholder Constraints and Concerns  

Port performance measures in Table 23 reveal how potentially inefficient Durban’s port (though handling 

greater cargo volumes) remains compared to one of its main Southern Hemisphere competitors and the 

extent to which it could enhance additional efficiency through learning from Melbourne. In considering 

whether Melbourne’s port expansion is really necessary, from a shipping perspective, recent cargo 

volumes growth estimates (6% 2013) are projected to double within 10-12 years, (with 2.5 million 

containers in 2012-2013) alone, producing significant constraints on existing port facilities, creating 

throughput under-capacity and restricting commerce/economic activity as opportunity costs of not pursing 

this port development (Port of Melbourne February 2014).  However, key Melbourne Port users and the 

Port Authority have identified noise and vibration, light, traffic, environmental and sediment concerns 

throughout the port development process and its future usage.  
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Possible Melbourne Solutions and Recommendations for Durban’s Port Future.  

 As Durban’s proposed DIA dugout port and current port modernisation project has similar concerns (3.9), 

it is proposed that the following Melbourne port authority, state and community recommended solutions 

(GTA Consultants 2010) are endorsed by Durban city and Transnet Port Authority to minimise negative 

potential port externality costs, (as with those solutions of Mombasa, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore.) 

 

• Dust monitoring scanners to mitigate reduce construction process dust. 

• Noise walls – constructed to reduce port noise/light emitted but this may incur visual impairment 

costs.  

• Establish vibration zones/restricted operating times – to reduce residential impact. 

• LED/Solar powered port lights to reduce light pollution and emissions costs. 

• To reduce container congestion, Durban could increase stacking to 7 containers high. 

• To lower traffic congestion – add Pre-Inspection Facilities and adopt GTA Consultant’s VISSIM 

traffic microsimulation modelling impact model/software. 

• Completion of covered pedestrian walkway and canopied taxi rank/ rail links at Station Pier for all 

Durban port, the DIA site and back-of-port rail and road links to help prevent potential increase in 

port-related truck traffic incidents and to aid port users/crew.  
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6.3 MOMBASA:  

Overview of Mombasa Port, its Future Development, Facilities and Layout Improvement  

With port traffic experiencing 1.8% growth from 21.92 million tonnes in 2012 to 22.31 million tonnes in 

2013 (Kenya Port Authority 2014), the significance of Mombasa as a transhipment hub port for the 

landlocked African countries of Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia,  the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo, North and South Sudan, and its East Indian Ocean position for coastal international traffic makes it 

a prime competitor to Durban, to consider if Durban’s harbour expansion is really necessary to satisfy its 

transhipment purpose and given other African port developments, facing similar port challenges. As Chart 

XIV demonstrates, Mombasa’s current port layout consists of the Tudor Port to the Island’s northeast, the 

Old Dhow Harbour to the south/southeast and Kilindini Harbour/Port Reitz to the east. These have 18 

commercial berths, the dockyard, Kipevu Liquid Bulk and Shimazi Oil Terminals. Its future port layout is 

expected to follow the timeline below and Figure XV. 
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Timeline of Mombasa Port Developments (KPA Visit August 2014) 

Phase I: 1895-2007.  

• 1895: Port of Mombasa replaces the Old Port. 

• 1926-1945: Several berths, including Shimanzi Oil Terminal completed. 

• 1960’s: Kipevu Oil Terminal constructed. 

• 1977: Formation of Kenya Port Authority. 

• 2005: Port Master and Strategic Plans inaugurated, adoption of Electronic Data Interchange cargo 

manifest processing system. 

• 2005-2007: Berths 12-18 extended container yard to 50 hectares plus adding 140,000 TEU 

constructing Berth 19. ($170 million). 
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Phase II: 2008 -2012. (KPA Visit August 2014) 

• 3 Supersize Gantry cranes and a Community Based System (computerisation of all port 

procedures, due payments and information processes) are installed along with an improved 

security system, a new control tower with radar monitoring and electronic Vessel Tracking 

Management System.  

• Adding LPG and oil berths, reconfiguring Berths 16-19 container yards, Kipevu Oil Terminal road 

and Port Reitz 3 lane highway road improvements (Chart XIV). 

• Increasing Mombasa port capability to operate 24 hours per day, 7 days a week. 

 

Phase III: 2013-2020. (KPA Visit August 2014) 

• Tenders awarded for Phase 3 berth, Makupa creek and channel dredging to 15 m and expanding 

the turning basin, improving the Cruise Terminal’s Berth 1 and 2, converting 900 m long Berths 

12-14 for containerised cargo and expanding Mombasa Container Terminal from 540,000 to 

600,000 TEU (Charts XIV/XV). KPA’s port tariff is modified to finance port upgrades. 

• June 2013. Completion of Mombasa’s second container terminal to 450,000 TEU, (aimed to reach 

1.2 million TEU by 2033), amplified navigational aids, a South Coast port bypass and an access 

route plus rail renovation. 

• 2013: Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) Terminal construction – increasing capacity to 600,000 

metric tonnes and 27,000 DWT tankers. 

 

Phase IV: 2021+ 

• 2021+ involves expanding Berths B4-B7 and installing 2 additional Supersize Gantry cranes. Total 

port cargo throughput will increase from 450,000 to 1.8 million Teu per year. 

 

Potential Mombasa Port Expansion Benefits (KPA 2014) 

• Greater trade flows from expanding container port capacity to 1.2 million TEU’s and projected 30 

million tons of cargo throughput demand envisioned by 2030. 

• Improved rail/road/port capacity to handle vessels up to 4500 TEUs/ 60,000 GRT. 

• Lowering cargo theft in adopting ISPS code security requirements. 

• Mombasa’s Port contributed an estimated 7000 direct and 175000 indirect jobs in 2013. It projects 

a further increase of 100,000 port development jobs by 2020. 
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Potential Mombasa Port Expansion Costs (KPA 2014) 

• Direct Port Expansion Fiscal Costs of $491 million (Kenya Port Authority 2004 prices). This is 

partially financed by a Japan Bank for International Cooperation KES16.8 billion (US$239.3 

million) loan repayable from potential increased port and cargo dues. 

• 5 billion Kenyan shillings for port equipment including one pilot boat and cargo handling 

equipment (two Ship-to-Shore Gantry cranes, eight Rubber Tyre Gantry cranes, five Reachstackers 

and one mobile harbour crane). 

• 16 billion Kenyan shillings in second container terminal construction costs plus other associated 

port infrastructure costs to recover before the port is commercially viable. 

 

Stakeholder Constraints and Concerns  

As Tables 1 and 24 demonstrate, to a certain extent, even with increasing inter-port competitiveness, 

Durban remains both the most significant African port for cargo volumes and the most efficient in Sub 

Saharan Africa. Its recent port investments in improving present harbour capabilities further reduce the 

extent to which such a significant proposed DIA dugout port is really necessary. However, Mombasa’s 

port may threaten this. Its main concern is to become one of the top 20 ports in the world by 2050, 

competing with Durban.  Yet key port users have identified maritime safety communications issues, cruise 

terminal inefficiencies and rail/container port congestion and berth delays causing constraints and concerns 

to port facility users. Unlike Durban, there are no gantry cranes and vessels currently use their own gear 

for container-handling operations.  
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Possible Mombasa Solutions and Recommendations for Durban’s Port’s Future. 

• Free Trade Zone at Dongo Kundu that Durban could adopt to facilitate trade flows. 

• Construction of a Maritime Rescue Coordinating Centre at Kipevu Operation Block and a Global 

Maritime Distress Signalling System. 

• Upgraded cruise facilities to attract further, larger vessels as strategic callers (despite two vessels 

only in 2013). 

• Increased use of Container Handling Stations (12000 TEU at a time) outside the actual port, 

freeing internal port capacity and rail over road and deepening of three existing berths. 

• Durban needs to follow Mombasa, prioritising dry, break-bulk and general cargo not just 

containerised cargo. This could be partly resolved through adding ship-to-shore cranes to other 

berths. 

• Greater utilisation of feeder and smaller ports e.g. Lamu – as Transnet could do with Ngqura and 

Richards Bay to allow greater facility and service utilisation/ regional cargo diversification. 

• Kenya is considering a Ports Based Community System where all stakeholders exchange 

knowledge electronically to reduce process and logistics time, fiscal and other compliance costs of 

delays as Transnet could do to facilitate trade. 
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6.4 RIO DE JANEIRO: 

Overview of Rio de Janeiro Port, its Future Development Facilities and Layout 

Improvement  

As one of the Southern hemisphere’s and BRIC’s leading seaports with 8,272,470 tonnes of cargo in 2013, 

as a prime catalyst for Brazilian chemicals, iron, steel, chemicals, paper, motor vehicles and locomotives, 

the direct economic benefits of Rio for Brazil in 2013 included an estimated US$ 13.2 billion of trade and 

8542 direct jobs (ASSCOM February 2014). The current port layout is summarised in Figure XV/Chart 

XV, the future port upgrade/expansion in Figure XVI and the phases below. Rio de Janeiro currently 

consists of 6740 m of continuous running quays and one million square feet of port area, two container 

terminals, one ro-ro terminal and a cruise terminal plus three major private oil terminals while Chart XV 

provides the geographic position of Rio’s port relative to the provincial economy, with associated road and 

rail links.   
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Timeline of Rio de Janeiro Port Developments (ASSCOM 2014) 

• 1565: Foundation of Rio de Janeiro. 

• 1853: Recorded use as a naval base and port community. 

• 1871-1889: Founding of Company Dom Pedro I – origins of port authority and modern port plus 

1.6 hectare Customs dock, adding railway, piers, warehouses, docks. 

• 1899: Rio Harbour and Docks Company Founded. 

• 1910 -1914: Construction of 3300 foot Pier Gamboa. 

• 2007-2010 PAC Programme: Public and private joint partnership to modernise existing port/ 

civic infrastructure: port security, channel and berth dredging/deepening. 

• 2011-2014: PAC Phase 1/2: Caju Quay Port Expansion Investment Programme 

• 2015+: Phase 3: Relocation of cruise terminal, conversion into shops, restaurants and an art 

gallery plus waterfront/marina development. 

• 2015-2035: 2 four story car terminals covering 63000m². Expanded bulk terminal area of 

100,000m².  
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Caju Quay Expansion Phase 1: (first image Chart XVI) consists of   

• Four new berths of 16.5 m depth and 1020m of new quays. 

 

Phase 2: (Figure XVII Second image) produces a total of 1931m of quay and 1,221,059 m² of extended 

cargo handling yards increasing containerised cargo throughput capacity from 750,000 to 3million TEU, 

enhanced railways/highway transport links and modernised shipyard facilities. The Porto Maravilha 3km 

by 1km zone project envisions linking the Guanabara Bay waterfront/ commercial port with the North 

Zone, Sao Christovao beaches of Copacabana/Ipanema. 

• Seven new total berths of 16.5 metres depth. 

• Passenger Ferry Terminal conversion and upgrade of three piers. 

• Pier Gamboa/St. Kitts Structural Reinforcement (Cost £200 million). 

• New 450m container quay (Cost £370 million). 
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Potential Rio de Janeiro Port Expansion Benefits (Klien 2011). 

❖ $3.5 billion of private sector investment (US $293 million to upgrade 2 terminal garages). 

❖ Current port related employment of 8542 to increase to 11457 by 2015. 

❖ A proportion of the additional $2 billion “Porto Maravilha” (Marvellous Port) project for Gamboa, 

Praca Maua, Santa Cristo and Saude spent on port area, infrastructure and community 

rehabilitation for the 2016 Olympic Games and $450 million for the 2014 Football World Cup.  

 

Potential Rio de Janeiro Port Expansion Costs (Branco 2008). 

❖ Direct Port Expansion Fiscal Costs total R$19 billion of port infrastructure investment. 

❖ R$ 1.8 billion Caju Quay Phase 1 Direct Port Expansion Fiscal Costs.  

❖ R$ 2.9 billion for Caju Quay Phase 2. 

❖ R$ 3.5 billion Container Terminal Modernisation. 

❖ US$ 314 million Passenger Ferry Terminal Upgrade. 

❖ R$140 million access channel/improved port security dredging costs. 
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❖ R$150 million to deepen existent berths and Gamboa pier (10 to 13.5metres).  

 

Stakeholder Constraints and Concerns 

As Table 25 emphasises, Rio’s port performance indicators demonstrate inefficiency compared to Durban. 

However, improving gross container moves per hour from 43.61 in 2010 to 73.0 in 2013 further 

substantiates the extent to which it is often possible to enhance existing efficiency prior to a physical port 

expansion and where Durban’s own port can improve performance. Key port users have identified poor 

road/rail transport access creating significant congestion as a prime concern and constraint to optimising 

existing efficiency, resolved through modernisation of existing infrastructure and specialised freight/access 

routes to reduce congestion (200,000 trucks in 2010 increasing to a projected 567,000 by 2020) (Rio Port 

Visit 2014), as in Durban. Cargo stacking constraints (limited to 23,334 TEU at a time for containers) and 

area shortage constraints will be reduced through noted straddle carrier investment and landfill increasing 

the total container handling area from 31.7 to 48.9 hectares. 

 

Possible Rio de Janeiro Solutions and Recommendations for Durban’s Port Future. 

• To avoid expanding dry bulk facilities for which sufficient quantity exists elsewhere in specialised 

ports (e.g. Richards Bay/Ngqura expansions), prioritise containerised/ liquid bulk/ro-ro cargo and 

strategic/marginal callers i.e. cruises and coasters/transhipment for which Durban has a potential 

comparative/absolute cost or other competitive advantage.  

• SETRANS plan for capitalising on port expansion truck revenue commercial opportunities 

providing truck staging/rest stations with shops, showers, accommodation and cafes. 
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• Caju’s municipal COMLURB sanitation operator recycles 300 tons of port wastewater/ processed 

biomaterial waste that Durban/Transnet could adopt to reduce emissions costs. Anaerobic digesters 

produce biogas electricity and soil nutrients (could benefit the DIA site’s existing 16 farmers).  

• Installing trees/parkland etc throughout the existing and future port, offsetting cars reducing the 

urban heat island effect, reducing the climate change impact, adding social/ aesthetic value. 

 

6.5 SINGAPORE: 

Overview of Singapore’s Port, its Future Development Facility and Layout Improvement  

With 500 million of general and 32.24 million TEU, containerised cargo throughput dwarfing Durban’s 

87,711,170 tonnes and 3,3 million, TEU respectively, (Chen 2013),  supporting over 170,000 jobs directly, 

Singapore is the world’s second most significant commercial port after Shanghai in 2013, experiencing 

5.3% growth in vessel traffic volumes, as a leading competitor and international target for Durban’s 

current and future port development. Singapore’s current port layout is divided into the West, East and 

southern Jurong Anchorages. As Chart XIX and Figure XVII illustrate for the current Jurong and future 

Tuas Port Development layout, its port consists of 52 commercial berths, 16 metres deep for Tanjong 

Pagar, Keppel, Branai Container, Pasir Pajang Container and Automotive Terminals plus Jurong bulk 

cargo port and Sembawang Island Wharves (multipurpose cargo) with a current maximum capacity of 35 

million TEU prior to Pasir Pajang Phases 3 and 4 being constructed. Its future Tuas Container Port 

development includes in addition to Chart XVIII, 15 new berths 18 m deep and 6000 m of quay, automated 

rail mounted gantry cranes and container yard, reducing potential labour costs and constraints. 
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Chart XIV: Singapore Map. (Maritime Port Authority (MPA) Singapore March 2013). 

 

Timeline of Singapore Port Developments (Singapore Nautillus 2013) 

• 1819: Thomas Raffles creates the free port of Singapore. 

• 1972: first container terminal: Tanjong Pagar Terminal constructed. 

• 1980’s : Keppel Container Terminal and introduced PORTNET/CITOS operating systems. 

• 1992: Branai Container Terminal. 

• 1993-2000:  Pasir Pajang Container Terminal Phase 1 and 2 are constructed. 

• 2012: Marina South Wharves (lighters), Marina Bay – Singapore’s Second Cruise Terminal opens 

• 2014-2015: Tuas Port Expansion EIA and potential land reclamation commences. 

• 2014-2020: 15 berth Pasir Pajang Container Terminal Phases 3 and 4 are constructed. Port 

capacity expands to 50 million TEU. 

• 2022: Initial Tuas Container Berths open, complete by 2030 (Total 65 million TEU). 
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Chart XV: Proposed Tuas Port Expansion. Singapore MPA March 2014. 

 

Potential Singapore Port Expansion Benefits (Chen 2013). 

• Increase Singapore’s city’s potential land by 1000 hectares for future development by moving 

existing Tanjong Pagar facilities to Tuas. 

• Greater trade/employment/expenditure creation and diversion potential. 

• An increase in port capacity to 65 million TEU’s, allowing port access by18000 TEU Triple E 

Container vessels between Europe and Asia. 

• Associated development includes increased rail capacity (S$60 billion) and S$12 billion on buses 

and highways. 
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• Improving technology/enabling LNG and eco-fuel efficient vessels to use the port. 

 

Potential Singapore Port Expansion Costs (Chen 2013). 

• Direct Port Expansion Fiscal Costs Total S$10 billion ($8 billion). 

• $3.5 billion is devoted to modernising existing technology and infrastructure. 

• Environmental – threatens Johor Straits ecosystem stability. 

 

Stakeholder Constraints and Concerns  

As the port efficiency indicators demonstrate to a point (Table 25), Singapore remains the most 

consistently efficient world port, being technologically proficient and commercially, community and 

environmentally sustainable, incurring few constraints to maximising existing port performance. 

Singapore’s prime concern is geophysical, facing land constraints for a small island of 6.9 million humans. 

Tuas container port expansion will utilise land reclamation, which avoids interfering with existing port 

community, city and remaining land reserves. Singapore’s prime challenge is to question the extent to 

which a port expansion is continuously always considered necessary. Like most port expansions it needs to 

challenge its sustainability and necessity… whether it needs to invest in additional capacity to 65 million 

TEU’s, as it remains the world’s second largest and most efficient seaport, After all, environmental impact 

from global climate change and on Johor Straits marine ecosystem stability (especially seahorses for Tuas) 

and bleak prospects for the global future of shipping/world economies challenge this determination of port 

authorities and states, to expand automatically, pursuing growth rather than sustainability and efficiency….  
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Possible Singapore Solutions and Recommendations for Durban’s Port Future.  

Singapore remains the port against which Durban, Mombasa and Rio among others, can consistently 

evaluate and enhance port performance. They can further utilise possible recommendations below (MPA 

2014) to optimise port potential, both in modernising existing port functions and in a physical port 

extension – i.e. the DIA dugout port. 

 

❖ Remote controlled bridge cranes operating systems handling six vessels/cranes simultaneously with one 

operator, across 22 stacks of containers. 

❖ Singapore has specialised bunker barges to target bunkerage port users/avoid congestion for utilised 

services rather than being dependent on land infrastructure. 

❖ Bulk cargo automated conveyor belts and automated container vehicles 24/7. 

❖ Electronic garbage disposal receipt and information systems/enforced patrol and flotsam retrieval boats to 

prevent both industrial and vessel pollutant discharge (port revenue source). 

❖ 1988: CITOS operating system – coordinates all port functions electronically – marine, cargo and 

terminal infrastructure and services, the port authority, trucking, rail, logistics and customs for 

information, planning and revenue collection, reducing congestion and preparation constraints, 

minimising port user costs. 

❖ Providing facilities for LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas)/more eco fuel friendly vessels. 
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6.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, Transnet Port Authority’s decisions to physically expand its port through potentially 

constructing the DIA dugout and Bayhead sites is comparable to similar international case studies of 

Melbourne, Mombasa, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore in project design, with comparable costs, benefits, 

constraints and port user concerns. Identifying Durban’s potential performance against comparable 

international port indicators (especially against Melbourne and Singapore) however, demonstrates that 

Durban has the potential to significantly augment existing port productivity and efficiency, without 

physically expanding  through investing in port equipment, automation, technology, training, improved 

port facilities and layout, through encouraging strategic port callers, through ports specialising and other 

recommendations aimed at reducing constraints, congestion and other port externality costs hindering port 

functions identified in 2.2 and stakeholder requirements/concerns in Chapter 5. Others such as Mombasa 

and Rio could learn from Durban, to expand throughput and capacity, lowering related user costs and 

maximising benefits. Therefore a physical port expansion is seldom necessary to the extent proposed, as 

evaluating these port solutions to recurring challenges illuminates through providing recommendations, 

simple and cost-efficacious to implement. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

7.1  Overview – Is Durban’s Proposed Port Expansion Really Necessary? 

Expanding a 25 billion dollar port expansion is always contentious given the potential costs, consequences 

and benefits for key port users, a port community and the future of a city. Most port authorities do not 

question the need for port expansion projects. Regardless of the potential impact on the community or a 

city, they often perceive them to be the only solution for congestion, constraints to existing port activity or 

performance and other challenges facing ports and their dependent key users. The prime purpose of this 

dissertation has been to test this for the specific example of Durban’s current port modernisation, through 

its proposed DIA dugout port and Bayhead sites, as a possible prototype for future port expansion and 

rejuvenation. Section 7.2 outlines further dissertation recommendations to potentially improve Durban and 

other seaports, to maximise port performance, benefits, throughput and lower user/community related 

externality costs, contributing further to an ultimate port preparation design model. 7.3 summarises certain 

dissertation research limitations and strengths, while 7.4 identifies potential ideas for future research.  This 

dissertation presented the Research Objectives outlined in Section 1.4 as a possible means of evaluating 

the extent to which Durban’s Proposed Port Expansion was really necessary or whether it is preferable and 

possible to improve existing port efficiency  

 

To address these Research Objectives, this dissertation first introduced the city of Durban and its proposed 

port developments (Chapter 1). Chapter 2 summarised and reviewed received literature, while Chapter 3 

sought to establish a formal methodology capable of greater understanding of these research objectives. In 

evaluating the feasibility of port expansion projects, it identified key port users and it proposed a research 

framework that would utilise field research, capture data and engage in a process of direct consultation 

with a range of port users. Chapter 4 outlined both the historic development path of the current Port as well 

as the proposed dugout developments in the DIA and elsewhere. These found it possible to develop 

Objective V to a degree, in consolidating constraints (2.6/5.5) and concerns (2.7/5.5) identified by port 

users. Both chapters clarified Objective VI further, in that it is possible to standardise assessment criteria 

capable of assessing potential port efficiency, productivity, activity and capacity to a point. Chapter 5 

aimed to test Durban’s proposed port expansion prospects more specifically through directly applying this 

research methodology, projecting potential port user demand against supply to consider whether the 

dugout port development was necessary to the extent proposed. This was further affirmed through 

Objective III’s aim of a cost-benefit analysis (5.3) specifically for Durban’s current Port modernisation 

process, the proposed Durban International Airport dugout port and the Bayhead sites.  
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In attempting to develop some greater understanding as to whether Durban or any other port development 

is really necessary, this dissertation outlined potential environmental (5.4), economic (5.6), traffic and 

transport consequences (5.5) and solutions.  To address research Objectives I and II, this dissertation 

demonstrates to a considerable extent that it is not always possible to improve existing port efficiency to 

the degree necessary to remain competitive. There are often physical constraints (identified in 5.7) to 

magnifying current port performance. However, this research contends that it is always more cost-

efficacious, with lower externality costs, to improve existing port performance wherever possible, first by 

identifying a port’s purpose (2.3) and then targeting Objective IV, by summarising port user requirements 

in 5.8. This research has found that existing port potential, not just for Durban but generically for all 

seaport developments, can always be improved as solutions potentially exist (5.9) once requirements, 

constraints and concerns are identified and utilised through active consultation and research.  

 

7.2 Recommendations 

Critics of the proposed development of entirely new port sites point to the significant environmental, 

traffic, financial, social, agrarian and other costs of Durban’s projected DIA and Bayhead port sites 

outlined in Chapters 5 and 6. To minimise these externality costs and to further understand Research 

Objective VIII, it is recommended to prioritise efficiency wherever constraints and solutions have been 

outlined in this dissertation. These include modernising all standard existing port functions1 to ensure 

current and future port projects satisfy port user requirements as much as possible (including marginal 

cargoes and strategic callers), to address stakeholder responses and concerns, to implement key port user 

solutions, to prioritise rail over truck transport links, and to synchronise, computerise and automate all port 

authority functions with other prime port users wherever possible to maximise operational proficiency.  

Physical visits to assess competitor port developments addressed Key Research Objective VII, by 

comparing Durban’s potential port performance and development against developments in relevant 

comparator ports such as Melbourne, Mombasa, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore. Using common 

performance indicators, Chapter 6 sought to demonstrate that it is always possible to augment a port’s 

existing capacity and activity through endorsing recommendations and solutions that international ports 

facing similar problems have undertaken.  

 

In further determining the extent to which Durban’s proposed port expansion is really necessary, this 

dissertation in 4.2 and 4.3, considers insufficient projected port user demand exists for the Bayhead site 

expansion. It is considered neither economically, environmentally, technically or socially justifiable for 

                                                           
1 A comprehensive listing of port functions was set out in Table 2 on page 2 of this dissertation. 
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Transnet and Durban municipality to develop this as a port. Modernising currently underutilised rail 

infrastructure present there (5.5), would significantly reduce many current port constraints to maximising 

cargo throughput including economic, environmental and social, congestion externality costs. From a 

tourism, environmental and community perspective, (4.3/ 5.4) it is essential to preserve Clairwood 

Racecourse/suburb, the remaining Bay sandbanks and mangroves, Esplanade, Wilson’s Wharf, the Point 

luxury development and Bluff Admiralty Reserve to retain Durban’s character. For the Durban DIA 

dugout port, it is necessary to undertake some physical expansion given projected increases in port users 

and vessels, as Durban’s current port is constrained to a 4.9 million TEU maximum containerised cargo 

throughput, to maintain inter-port and cost competitiveness. 

 

In consulting those favouring the proposed port expansion they suggested that replacing a non-functioning 

airport with a port could contribute towards reducing poverty in the historically marginalised South 

Durban Basin economic community. As detailed in 5.3 and 5.6 above, definite potential national, 

provincial and municipal macroeconomic benefits of employment, expenditure, reduced congestion and 

port delays, increased port efficiency, productivity, capacity and activity exist. It will enable vessels of 

post-Panamax dimensions and other strategic callers to access the port and be more efficaciously served 

through investments in new infrastructure and technology where existing infrastructure cannot be 

improved. Upgrading SAPREF and other oil refineries/pipelines further reduces present externality costs. 

However, given the need to recover costs that could exceed R225 billion and in the light of port expansion 

plans in rival African ports, this dissertation recommends not increasing berth capacity to the extent 

proposed, avoiding overcapacity. Chasomeris (2013) noted original DIA port estimates were R6.5 billion; 

they are now inflated to R75-R100 billion. It advocates a more gradual development approach, adding 

expanded infrastructure/services where necessary in alignment with stakeholder requirements and 

concerns, retaining and extending grassland buffer zones/Isipingo beach.  

 

It is also recommended to prioritise integrating the port community with the proposed back of port/port 

development (as in Singapore and Melbourne), to create a mutually sustainable future port for Durban. It is 

advised to specialise in Durban’s comparative advantage of containerised cargo, reserving Richards Bay 

for bulk (as with Rio de Janeiro). This dissertation advises Mombasa’s and Singapore’s approach of 

targeting strategic callers for improved transhipment, cruise and bunkerage facilities and improving non-

containerised cargo facilities (dry, liquid and neo-bulk – including fruit/automobiles) that currently receive 

lower priority when it comes to improving port performance and in satisfying the requirements or concerns 

of affected key port users.  This dissertation affirms that it is always better to enhance existing efficiency. 

However in order to ensure that Durban’s proposed port expansion is really necessary despite the potential 
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DIA dugout port benefits mentioned, this dissertation considers endorsing these recommendations outlined 

for future and current port development projects. In addition to these, correcting certain research 

limitations (7.3) and choosing directions for future research (7.4) provides a start towards a more cost-

efficacious, productive, profitable, community-based and environmentally sustainable solution to Durban’s 

and other port challenges, rather than to merely automatically, physically undertake a preferred port 

expansion project. 

 

7.3  Research Strengths and Limitations. 

This dissertation’s prime research strength is in seeking to provide greater illumination into the challenges 

facing current ports, in planning their layout, and in ensuring their greatest port potential. This consists in 

maximising port user benefits while lowering costs in the decision to physically expand a port 

development such as Durban or whether it is better or preferable to enhance existing efficiency as 

specifically stated in its Key Research Objectives above. Both 1.3 and 2.8 motivate why this dissertation is 

necessary. It is essential in presenting a coordinated source of pertinent port information for all users, as an 

overview of port developments and cost-benefit analysis to simplify and clarify Durban and other port 

modernisation/expansion processes to all. It aspires to provide a means of assessing their significance to 

determine a city and port’s development prospects, interacting with all cooperative stakeholders rather than 

a sporadic participation process. This averts asymmetrical information, since currently many remain 

unfamiliar with the background, facts, implications, consequences, costs and benefits of a port process – 

despite its evidently affecting key port users/the local community, for Durban and other seaports. In 

addition, some of this dissertation’s findings will hopefully contribute further in formulating guidelines for 

improving port productivity, activity, capacity and efficiency. It may also contribute to developing site 

layout/associated city and national infrastructure as a technical feasibility study to commercial port users, 

state and parastatal port entities, magnifying potential port user welfare. One of the principal propositions 

advanced in this research is that the capability of the port to resolve twenty-first century concerns and 

challenges will be enhanced by harnessing inputs from port stakeholders and comparable international port 

authorities.   This dissertation has engaged in significant consultation with these stakeholders, which it has 

identified as among those most qualified to illuminate constraints, requirements and concerns arising in the 

R250 billion DIA expansion project. It has therefore determined that the DIA dugout port could be delayed 

or reduced in its extent of projected development until these inputs are utilised and sufficient port traffic 

growth requires this physical port expansion.  

 

This dissertation encountered several substantial research limits which may constrain the potential 

applicability of this study. Previous port modernisation and expansion case studies demonstrated 
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inconsistent, unstandardized methodologies (Chapters 2/3) lacking homogenous standard assessment 

criteria of port performance, productivity, efficiency, activity and capacity. This led to calculating 

uncertainty – especially for prototype indicators for evaluating customs clearance or dwell time (3.6) and 

labour productivity. This may impair attempts to compare inter-port competitiveness on the basis of 

differing potential port performance. Forecasts, indicators and port statistics may experience econometric 

reliability issues primarily from trying to derive individual Durban and other port specific information 

from general, cumulative total South Africa/national port statistics. Projecting port demand versus supply 

may have been biased – based on the most optimistic 7 percent growth in container throughput traffic up to 

2033 that does not allow for rival port developments or the slow global economic and shipping recovery 

growth noted - and suffering from the problems of accurately forecasting future port demand/supply/costs 

and benefits. Several different scenarios would have presented a more accurate and equitable approach.  

 

The obtaining of accurate, updated, recent and relevant information and data to complete this study was 

hindered by issues of encountering confidentiality arrangements or facing difficulties in access – 

particularly for the private sector. Where previous research and data existed it involved extensive 

modifications to adapt it to this dissertation, while statistics and projected information needed counter-

verification. Continuing port developments and modified forecasts/ statistics necessitated continuous, 

ongoing thorough revisions. Most research/statistics/port improvements are specifically limited to 

containerised rather than other cargo types and average vessel sizes – i.e. port user costs (Liu 2010). While 

civil society, academics, environmentalists, government, the port authority and affected community were 

often helpful to some extent, this dissertation noted that the proposed doctrine of active port consultation 

was considerably impaired in devising possible stakeholder solutions/perceptions due to the significant, 

continuous reluctance of unions and the private commercial shipping sector of the Durban port community 

to consent to participate in this research. Despite the self-evident benefits of improving existing efficiency 

rather than paying continued port and cargo dues that are considered high by nearly all international 

standards, this research often experienced considerable communication, financial and other costs in 

seeking to gain access to a fuller array of port users (especially the commercial shipping sector) and other 

interested parties. 

 

Given that this dissertation seeks to endorse port potential through interacting with key port users it is 

highly desirable, if not essential, that they work with those seeking to improve the potential welfare and 

other benefits of a port, whilst minimising related externality costs and adverse consequences at each 

developmental stage. Greater consultation with these stakeholders would have increased the number of 

constraints, concerns, requirements and solutions to further enhance the quality and relevance of this 
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research in determining if a port really needs a physical expansion or not. These also assist in seeking to 

counter-verify the accuracy of key performance indicators, port statistics, projected port demand/supply, 

costs benefits and consequences. It was only possible to provide an extensive investigation of the extent to 

which one port’s physical expansion was really necessary. It is recommended that each comparative port 

study selected as a means of assessing rival port performance is further developed to the extent proposed in 

this dissertation to consider the implications of whether or not a port expansion really is necessary.  

Despite comparing and contrasting Durban to international port competitors Melbourne, Mombasa, Rio de 

Janeiro and Singapore in Chapter 6 to some extent, only Durban was physically examined to the extent 

required to provide some illumination into an optimal port design and determining the extent to which a 

port expansion is really necessary. It is recommended that future studies manage to consult all port 

participants – including foreign ports – to evaluate potential similarities and divergences in research 

results.  

 

 

7.4 Directions for Future Research  

In considering broad pointers towards further research, and taking cognisance of the factors raised by this 

study, the study’s perspective advocates  concentrating on the following questions, the first being: What is 

the potential impact of comparable port developments on Durban’s proposed port expansion, especially on 

demand/supply?  In addition research could be undertaken into the extent that port users experience that 

their requirements and concerns are being addressed, that they experience improved facilities or layout etc 

in this port development; or that they see a potential improvement in specific key performance indicators 

as a result of the development.  Further questions still to be investigated are the economic and 

environmental sustainability of the port and how effectively it integrates with the back-of-port community. 

Investigations could include to what extent the projected costs, and hence financial implications, are 

accurate and affordable and to what extent are the projected benefits of the port developments achieved in 

the future?   

 

There still remains further potential for studies to consider ways to improve port performance for the 

private sector, for transhipment, strategic callers, dry bulk, wet bulk, automotive cargo (ro-ro facilities) 

cruise facilities and others. There is also scope for studies to consider additional measures of port 

performance and efficiency, and to consult other ports and users to see if the recommendations/conclusions 

of this and other studies on proposed port expansions are really necessary. 
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Further research could concentrate on overcoming the research limitations identified in 7.3 above. In 

particular, it could focus on specific aspects of each identified constraint, stakeholder concern, requirement 

or port function in greater detail to improve the ultimate port design. Future research that uses a similar 

methodology of engaging with port stakeholders could benefit by increasing the sample survey size 

beyond those engaged in designing seaports to include members of the local maritime economy, 

influenced by a port’s future, such as those involved in providing supplies and bunkerage, marine and 

cargo infrastructure, equipment and services, storage, transport and ships’ agency services. It could also 

benefit by engaging more fully, beyond the maritime economy, with those in the wider community that are 

impacted by port developments. More comprehensive potential port demand and supply forecasts would 

also strengthen future research – affecting the need for proposed marine, cargo, transport infrastructure and 

services as economic circumstances and other exogenous/endogenous factors change. Individual studies 

could be used to determine the extent to which Durban port’s development is really necessary – for 

example specifically concentrating on differences in vessel types/sizes and cargo sectors (dry, break and 

liquid bulk, container and general cargo). 

More detailed studies of comparator ports could be undertaken to generate consultation in greater depth 

and detail with a wider array of stakeholders. Most research studies including this one – are essentially 

static in their relevance – based on current demand and future projections and once off feasibility studies 

(Islam and Olsen 2011). However continued cost-benefit, demand-supply analysis and port user 

consultation throughout the 2016-2040 DIA construction process might enable the most cost-efficacious 

utilisation and provision of port functions, minimising environmental, community and other opportunity 

cost consequences of a port development. Finally a fully comprehensive economic/other impact 

assessment study conducted after construction and completion will truly answer the question: Was 

Durban’s proposed Harbour Expansion Really Necessary? 
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DISSERTATION APPENDICES: 

APPENDIX I.  

Table A1: Durban Port Facilities Berth Design Specifications (Depth and Length in Metres) 

(Transnet April 2014). 

These reflect the physical berth constraints faced by vessels for Durban’s current port, in number 

of berths and size of vessels. 
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APPENDIX II. Identifying Key Port User/Stakeholder Contacts 

Specific opinions, perspectives, members and contact details have been safeguarded in the interests of 

privacy and confidentiality clauses. 

COMMUNITY AND NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS      

• Earthlife Africa         

• South Durban Community Environmental Alliance    

• University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society    

 

ACADEMIC (UKZN) 

• Graduate School of Business and Leadership    

• Unit for Maritime Law and Maritime Studies     

• School for Development Studies      

• School for Environmental Sciences     

• School of Civil Engineering.   

 

GOVERNMENT 

• Durban Municipality 

• KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Department of Agricultural and Environmental Affairs  

• KZN Department of Economic Development and Tourism      

• KZN Department of Transport.  

• National Ports Regulator Authority of South Africa. 

 

PORT AUTHORITY/PARASTATAL 

• TNPA (Transnet National Port Authority)   

• Transnet Port Terminals                                        

• Transnet Freight Rail   

 

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS/PRIVATE SECTOR 

• Durban Chamber of Commerce  

• eThekwini Maritime Cluster   

• Island View/Maydon Wharf Leaseholder Association  

• Port Liaison Committee  
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• SAAFF (South African Association of Freight Forwarders) plus members 

• SAAFF Harbour Carriers Division plus members 

•  SAASOA (South African Association of Ship Operators and Agents)   

• SAMSA (South African Maritime Safety Authority)  

• South African Shippers Council plus members   

 

PRIVATE SECTOR (Gatekeeper ethical clearance procedures to contact them were covered by above 

associations.) 

• APL Logistics  

• APM-Maersk         

• Bidfreight Port Operations       

• CMA-CGM Shipping       

• Cosren Shipping  

• Elgin Brown, Hamer and Dorbyl Shipyard       

• Engen/SAPREF/Total Oil Refinery      

• Evergreen Shipping        

• FPT Logistics         

• Grindrod                   

• Hamburg Süd         

• Hapag Lloyd         

• K Line          

• Mediterranean Shipping Company      

• MERSETA         

• MOL          

• Point/Royal Yacht Club and members      

• Southern African Shipyards  

• Turner Shipping Agency       

• Wilson’s Wharf and other Durban affected businesses etc.   
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APPENDIX III: CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATION:   

 

Investigators should have no undisclosed conflict of interest with their study collaborators, sponsors or participants.  

Conflicts can arise, for example, when a commercial or other sponsor may not wish research results disadvantageous 

to their corporate image/interest to be disclosed, especially when the investigator is being remunerated by the sponsor 

for the research in question, or when an investigator has a vested interest in, or is an employee /shareholder /director 

in the sponsor’s corporate entity.  Investigators should note that the duty to disclose a conflict of interest to the Ethics 

Review Committee begins with application for ethical approval and continues until the research in question is complete 

and the research results are submitted to the sponsor/published (if applicable).  If the investigator(s) 

has/have/foresees any such conflict of interest, please provide details. 

 

Is there any conflict of interest – financial or otherwise - to your involvement in this study? 

 
I declare that I am not being remunerated by any sponsor or participant in this research. I am not employed by any of 

the interviewees or companies involved, and have no shares or financial interests in any of the companies included.  

 
Jack Dyer 28/ 04/ 2014  

JACK ALBAN DYER   Date 

 
Oversight of study: Will this study be overseen by a professional Clinical Research Organisation or study sponsor?  

Please give details: 

 
This study is being overseen by the Unit of Maritime Studies, University of KwaZulu-Natal. I expect the project to be 

completed by 30 September 2014 

 
I agree to abide by the guidance contained in the UKZN Terms of Reference and Standard Operating Procedures of 

the UKZN Biomedical Research Ethics Committee. All are available at 

http://research.ukzn.ac.za/ResearchEthics11415.aspx  

 
I understand and accept that all information pertaining to this application is a true reflection of the project proposed 

and I take full responsibility should there be any transgression. 

 
SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:   Jack Dyer

  
DATE:                                                                                              28 April 2014 
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APPENDIX IV: Structured Questionnaire 

DETERMINING THE FUTURE PROSPECTS OF DURBAN BAY, THE PROPOSED DIA 

DUGOUT PORT AND THE BAYHEAD EXPANSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

All responses will be treated with the utmost confidentiality. The source will not be revealed unless 

specifically sought by the participant… 

 

I:  Is Durban’s proposed DIA/Bayhead site harbour expansion really necessary (to the   extent 

proposed)? 

 

II: Should it and can existing port efficiency and productivity be improved, as a preferable policy 

alternative? What are the perceptions of shipping towards each port development? 

 

III: What are the costs and benefits – macroeconomic, environmental, social, traffic and transport, 

zoning, infrastructure, geophysical etc associated with Durban’s current and proposed DIA dugout 

port and any port development?  

 

IV: What do shippers require in/from Durban’s current and future proposed seaports? 

 

Is it possible to postulate a standardised set of stakeholder requirements criteria in creating and 

upgrading a port for key affected port users, through literature and direct interviewing?  

 

Is the current/proposed port development sufficient to satisfy port user demand and requirements? 

Do they feel any facilities/infrastructure/services etc are under or overprovided/utilised – or need 

adding to? 

 

V: What are the various identified constraints and stakeholder concerns to improving 

potential/existing port efficiency and performance? Do stakeholders have any solutions for 

improving existing port efficiency, capacity, layout, activity, efficiency, port functions, lowering 

user/externality costs, maximizing benefits etc? Why might these be difficult to achieve 

pragmatically? 
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VI: Is it possible to standardise a set of specific criteria assessing potential port efficiency, 

productivity, activity and capacity to affirm whether or not either is a credible and preferable 

approach for Durban’s and other port modernisation processes? 

 

VII: How does Durban compare and contrast to other international port expansion and 

modernisation proposals such as Melbourne, Mombasa, Rio de Janeiro and Singapore? Are there 

any international port efficiency/layout or other improvements etc that Durban could implement? 

 

In addition to the questions above, any physical Information about the facilities, layout, trade statistics and 

anything related to the port of Durban itself in terms of trade volumes, marine and cargo infrastructure and 

services, port functions etc and the contact details of anyone else whom you as a participant feel is relevant 

to communicate with, to resolve these would be appreciated. 
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APPENDIX V: UKZN Ethical Clearance: Informed Consent Letter Regarding The Study: 

IS DURBAN’S PORT EXPANSION REALLY NECESSARY? 

Greetings: Good Morning/afternoon, How are you? 

Introduction:  

My name is Jack Dyer and I am a Masters Research Student in Maritime Studies at the University of 

KwaZulu Natal Unit for Maritime Studies. My supervisor is Professor Trevor Jones of the Unit. His email 

is Jones@ukzn.ac.za. The approach to contact you arises from a proposed research study on Durban’s 

current Durban Harbour modernisation plan, the proposed dugout port situated on the old Durban 

International Airport and the Bayhead site possible port expansion development plans that will constitute a 

Master’s Dissertation under this programme.  

Invitation to Participate:  

I have already obtained permission to conduct the study from Transnet Port Authority and others and 

would like to invite you to participate in this research study. My aim is to directly interact with various key 

port users from Transnet, the SA Shipper’s Council, the South African Association of Freight Forwarders, 

the local community and other key port users such as yourselves on my Master’s Dissertation: ‘Is Durban’s 

Harbour Expansion Really Necessary?’, determining the extent to which from your key port user 

perspective, the proposed DIA dugout port and Bayhead port site are necessary to achieve an efficient, cost 

effective and sustainable future for both Durban port and its dependents. I would therefore greatly 

appreciate your assistance, as a prime member of the port using community in completing the once off 

attached survey of approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour. I also wonder if it is possible to arrange an 

appointment to personally consider your perspective on improving layout, port productivity, efficiency etc 

for the current and future port developments.  

What are the possible risks? 

 This is a verbal interview with no physical risks 

 

Potential benefits:   

There may be few direct or immediate benefits to you for taking part in the study, but it is hoped that there 

may be some indirect or longer-term benefits to the Durban port community from an exercise that looks 

critically at alternative port expansion paths. There are no direct benefits to you for taking part in the study. 
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You will have the opportunity to share your views and experiences. The results will be used to provide 

recommendations in potential macroeconomic benefits/lowering costs for the Durban Harbour port 

development process, with assurances of complete confidentiality where necessary. 

 

What is involved in this study?  
 

More information is attached and present on request concerning any proposed and actual port 

developments undertaken.  I was also wondering if you would further be able to assist in arranging 

contacts with logistics staff themselves should any be willing, and the assurance that they will be protected 

in all confidentiality if required. I am interested in productive answers - to acquire greater insight into port 

requirements, costs/benefits/ideas from improving efficiency – perhaps even to arrange a visit onboard to 

understand the challenges affecting key shipping companies, vessels and crew etc in determining the 

optimal port design. I would therefore appreciate it being completed by those who are in a position to 

comment on the questions underneath. I can be contacted on this email or 076 973 2765 to provide any 

information that may be necessary and to arrange any potential appointment in person at your Durban 

office. 

 

Confidentiality:  

All information given during the interview will be kept confidential. Absolute confidentiality cannot be 

guaranteed as organizations such as the Research Ethics Committee may review your research records for 

quality assurance and data analysis. 

 

This invitation has been extended to utilize the invaluable insight and perceptions of identified strategic 

port users such as yourselves gained from extensive practical experience with Durban and comparable 

seaports as those most qualified to determine how to improve existing/future efficiency and to justify the 

extent to which this proposed port expansion is really necessary. This dissertation aspires to collate this 

information in the desire to further improve the potential of Durban’s port and its preparation phases, to 

further assist key port users via actively consulting them regarding their perceptions towards the new 

port/any ideas for improvement that can be provided - I am not asking for confidential commercial data 

that cannot be disclosed. I look forward to hearing from the perspective of actively consulting those key 

port users most qualified and who are interested in contributing to the future success of Durban as a 

seaport. In exchange I am willing to share the results/potential benefits of our research to all willing 

participants who desire it.  
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Thank you for your time and assistance. 

Jack Dyer 
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APPENDIX VI: UKZN Required Site Permission Form 

PERMISSION TO CONDUCT A RESEARCH STUDY 

This must be completed and submitted to the Port Authority/Company for signature.    

 
I am a Masters Research Student with the Unit of Maritime Studies, University of KwaZulu-Natal,  

on my Master’s Dissertation: ‘Is Durban’s Harbour Expansion Really Necessary?’, determining 

the extent to which from your key port user perspective, the proposed DIA dugout port and 

Bayhead port site are necessary. 

 

Permission is requested to conduct the above research study at the Port of Durban through using a 

standard, structured questionnaire for Key Informants. Appointments will be made and all 

security protocols will be followed in obtaining these interviews. A list of Interviewees is attached 

(Appendix II). After the conclusion of this study a Report back can be arranged if desired on the 

findings of the Study. Below provides a prototype site form for each participant to be completed 

with the informed consent form 

 
Site 1 address:  

_______________________________ Principal Investigator ___________________: 

__________________________ 

_______________________________  

_______________________________  

 

Signature of Port Authority:  

Name: __________________________ Date: ________________________ 

Position: _________________________ 

 

Site 2 address:  

_______________________________ Principal Investigator___________________: 

__________________________ 

_______________________________  

_______________________________  

 

Signature of Company/Organisation:  

Name: __________________________ Date: ________________________ 

Position: _________________________ 

 
Company Stamp. 
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APPENDIX VII: ETHICAL CLEARANCE LETTER: 

 


